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Looking for
some respect
Calgarian petitioning
government to get
driving recognized
as skilled trade

of experts offered some tips for recruiting from overseas and avoiding
drowning in red tape.
The panel – made up of a business
immigration lawyer, a representative from the province of Alberta,
and three Alberta trucking company employees who deal in immigration and recruiting – looked at the
costs and benefits, the bureaucracy,
and the advantages and disadvantages

By Jim Bray
CALGARY, Alta. – The powers
that be may not consider truck
driving to be an actual skilled profession, but one Calgary trucking
company exec is taking the bull by
the horns and trying to get the gig
the recognition it deserves.
Bob Hill, of Hill Brothers
Expressway, said he’s frustrated
by the lack of “Red Seal” professional designation for truck drivers, and blames that, in part, for
the shortage of good people wanting to enter the world of trucking.
And in order to fight for a change
in the designation, he’s pushing a
petition meant to get the government’s attention – and action.
The Red Seal designation could
be important. According to Wikipedia, “The Red Seal Interprovincial Standards Program…is a
set of trade qualifications in Canada, jointly administered by the
federal, provincial and territorial
governments.”
The program has run since 1959
and means that “with Red Seal endorsement of their apprenticeship
training, certain skilled trades
workers are qualified to work in
all provinces and territories without further examination.”

Continued on page 36

Continued on page 15

Owner/operator of the year: Harvey McDonald, a 50-year trucking veteran leased to TransX, was named the
2012 Truck News/Truck West Owner/Operator of the Year. Throughout his half-century career, McDonald has never
been involved in an accident and he has a long history of stopping to help others. Check out the full story on pg. 29.

Alberta carriers look overseas to fill driving vacancies
Part 1 of 2: Hiring foreign workers
By Jim Bray
BANFF, Alta. – It’s a fact of life
for trucking companies today that,
for whatever reasons, people aren’t
lining up to get into their cabs. And
with an aging workforce, it looks
like the situation is only going to
get worse.
That unfortunate fact of life is

leading many Alberta-based recruiters to look overseas for relief.
But how do you do that? What do
you look for? And is it worth the
hassle?
Those were the issues under
discussion at the Alberta Motor
Transport Association’s annual
Conference in Banff, when a panel

Driving Detroit’s new AMT

The much anticipated Detroit DT12
automated transmission has arrived.
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Monthly Class 8 Sales – June 12
Class 8 truck manufacturers enjoyed another strong
month in June. This June proved to be the third
strongest in our recorded period, trailing only behind
the record-setting years of 2006 and 2005. The
monthly total was almost 1,100 units above the fiveyear average. Every manufacturer, with the surprising
exceptions of market share leaders Freightliner and
Kenworth, surpassed its monthly sales totals from
the previous year by a healthy margin.

OEM

This Month Last Year

Freightliner

591

738

International

441

434

Kenworth

581

604

Mack

246

201

Peterbilt

377

281

Volvo

419

234

Western Star

206

185

TOTALS

2861

2677

Class 8 Sales (YTD June 12) by Province and OEM
OEM

BC

ALTA

SASK

MAN

ONT

QUE

NB

NS

PEI

NF

CDA

Freightliner

261

380

126

337

1,794

688

177

84

13

6

3,866

Kenworth

131

575

591

74

0

0

0

3,341

349

1,426

195

Mack

49

204

103

72

465

211

31

22

0

7

1,164

International

90

351

49

157

1,050

513

96

45

19

34

2,404

Peterbilt

210

680

145

330

353

309

70

15

0

0

2,112

Volvo

124

162

67

158

837

356

69

41

0

3

1,817

Western Star
TOTALS

Historical Comparison – June 12 Sales

190

386

54

25

148

204

44

68

0

0

1,119

1,273

3,589

739

1,210

5,222

2,872

561

275

32

50

15,823

Historical Comparison – YTD June 12

The latest statistics show that both the Canadian and US economies have slowed although the economic recovery continues. Class 8 truck sales have slipped in the US but so far in
Canada sales remain strong. The 15,823 trucks sold after the first six months in the Canadian market are almost 5,000 better than the five-year average. To date, 2012 is shaping up as
the 4th best year since 1999.
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For the ninth straight month sales climbed above the 2,000 mark, reminiscent of the industry’s
capacity boom years of 2005 to 2007. The 2,861 trucks sold in June, although not able to keep up
with May’s incredible total, were still the third highest monthly total of the past 12 month period.
Our Transportation Buying Trends Survey found that 46% of Canadian carriers expect to purchase
new Class 8 trucks in 2012. Question is if most carriers are looking to simply replace older equipment rather than add capacity, how long will the buying spree continue?

Chevron Global Lubricants.indd 4

After six months of sales, Freightliner, last year’s Canadian market leader,
has slipped slightly but retains a commanding 25% share of Class 8 sales.
Navistar International is now down to 15% of the market and has announced
a change in direction with its engine technology. Hard charging Kenworth
retains a 22% market share. Peterbilt and Volvo both enjoy more than 10%
market share.

Source: Canadian Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association

Market Share Class 8 – June 12 YTD
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The downsides to being fuel-efficient
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It ain’t easy being green. Just ask
Henry Albert. He’s the fuel-savvy
owner/operator from North Carolina who has gained fame through his
involvement with Freightliner’s Slice
of Life program. Henry’s been out
there spreading the gospel of fuel
economy for several years now and
a quick Google or YouTube search
of his name will yield no shortage
of results.
I first met Henry at last year’s
Shell SuperRigs, where he gave me
a walk-around of his tractor-trailer, highlighting the many fuel-saving features he has incorporated.
The one that got my attention was
his relocation of the trailer licence
plate from its usual place under the
frame where it hangs in the wind,
to a new location mounted onto the
trailer frame. He figured it could
save him about $400 per year. Not
a lot of money, but he takes a holistic approach to saving fuel and all
the seemingly insignificant things
do add up.
I once again crossed paths with
Henry at a recent Freightliner event
in Napa Valley, Calif. at which the
company’s new Detroit DT12 automated manual transmission was
on display.
Henry, in good humour, shared
some of the challenges resulting
from consuming so little fuel.
For one, he can never make the
‘Platinum’ club at one of the large
truck stop chains. Benefits include
unlimited showers, yet he doesn’t
burn enough fuel in any given year
to meet their minimum requirement. Bummer.
And speaking of showers, he can
run 2,400 miles between fill-ups,
meaning a free shower with every
top-up just isn’t enough to stay clean
on a long-haul trip. After all, the

Editorial
Comment
James Menzies

guy wears a tie when driving, so personal hygiene is important. Henry
has taken to putting 50 gallons in
one saddle tank (the minimum requirement for a free shower) and
then shuts the pump down and repeats on the other side. Voila – two
free showers!
Then again, I’m sure Henry could
pay for his showers and still come
out on top, given how little fuel he
burns. He could probably stay in
fancy hotels every night and still
come out on top.
Paying for fuel isn’t as painful
for Henry as it is for
many other owner/
operators. His economy is so good that
fuel has become
a profit centre for
him – he makes 10
cents a mile on the
fuel surcharge. He
jokes that pumping
fuel twice a week is
his part-time job.
Henry is passionate
about fuel economy. It’s a moral victory for him every
time he finds a way
to squeeze an extra ounce of fuel
out of his truck and
the moral victories
come frequently.
It’s not magic, either. Everything he
puts on the truck is
widely available and
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The latest PwC quarterly report
on mergers and acquisitions in the
US confirms what we and other
industry analysts been saying for
several months now about the
North American transportation
market: It’s ripe for consolidation.
The US showed a surprising
amount of strength in both deal
volume and values in the second
quarter, even when removing the
impact of the first quarter $6.9 billion UPS/TNT announcement, the
PwC report, Intersections, states.
Despite concerns about the durability of the economic expansion
in the US, the overall market for
transportation and logistics M&A
remains resilient. Although a return to the M&A peaks experienced prior to the recession are
not in the forecast, a strong second
half for deals in the transportation
and logistics sector is expected.
Other US research shows that
30% of motor carriers earning less
than $25M annually are interested
in selling over the next 18 months.
It’s no different this side of the
border. BMO Capital Markets’
M&A update on the first six months
of 2012 reports “robust” transportation and logistics M&A activity
with 50 transportation M&A transactions, representing an increase of
19% over the first half of 2011.

The view
with Lou
Lou Smyrlis

Larger companies are going for
multiples of 4x to 7x EBITDA
while smaller operators are commanding sale prices of 3x to 5x
EBITDA. And non-asset based
companies tend to be sold for
higher multiples than asset-based,
according to Jay Lefton, from Borden Ladner Gervais Lefton, who
spoke recently the annual Transcore users conference.
What’s driving the robust growth
in M&A activity?
Demographics are playing a major role, with the older contingent
of the Baby Boomer generation
contemplating retirement prospects or at least lifestyle changes.
There are many Canadian trucking fleet owners over age 55 with
an exit timetable. They want to rebuild their companies back to their
pre-recession stature but they’re
not eager to go back to “60-hour
plus weeks and cell phones going
off constantly,” according to M&A
experts Doug Davis and Doug Nix,
both of whom participated with
me at a recent Driving for Profit

TRUCK WEST Page 5
in most cases every bit as effective
here in Canada as in the southern
states. The reason I mention all this
is that Freightliner has launched a
unique new online community called
Team Run Smart. The site will share
practical tips and techniques for running – and living – smarter. The idea
is to improve the bottom lines of
owner/operators everywhere.
Henry has been named the first
of four ‘coaches’ and will be dispensing his advice and communicating with owner/operators regularly through the site. Check it out
at www.TeamRunSmart.com.
None of us have all the answers,
but collectively we can figure a lot
of things out. n
– James Menzies can be reached
by phone at (416) 510-6896 or by
e-mail at jmenzies@trucknews.com.
You can also follow him on Twitter
at Twitter.com/JamesMenzies.

session on the subject. There also
appears to be the money necessary
to fund such purchases.
“If I was just looking at financial statements I wouldn’t know
there was a downturn in the economy,” Nix told me. “The moving parts are starting to fall into
place. Lenders see that they can
back some of these industries,
especially in Canada.”
Is consolidation good for the
industry? Consider that prior to
2003, at the start of the great economic expansion of the past decade, there were slightly fewer than
9,000 for-hire motor carriers chasing a steadily increasing amount of
freight in Canada. Prior to 2009,
at the start of the worst recession
since the 1930s, there were close to
13,000 for-hire carriers now chasing a sharply decreasing volume
of freight, which despite improvements over the past year, is not
growing as substantially as hoped.
Clearly consolidation is unavoidable. For more information about
M&A activity and other industry
trends, check out my Inside the
Numbers e-newsletter. It’s available in the Knowledge Centres section at www.trucknews.com. n
– Lou Smyrlis can be reached by
phone at (416) 510-6881 or by
e-mail at lou@TransportationMedia.ca. You can also follow him on
Twitter at Twitter.com/LouSmyrlis.
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TV show highlights Coquihalla

Hwy. 63 gets extra enforcement

VANCOUVER, B.C. – The treacherous kilometres of B.C.’s Coquihalla Highway will be getting their
close-up starting next month when
the Discovery Channel premieres its
new Highway Thru Hell TV series.
The new show follows the team
of heavy rescue tow truck drivers at
Jamie Davis Heavy Rescue as they
fight to keep open the 100-kilometre
stretch of highway running through
B.C.’s Cascade Mountains – touted as
one of the most inhospitable trucking
routes in North America.
The series premiere, titled Death
on the Coq, features Jamie Davis
Heavy Rescue’s “A” team, Adam
Gazzola and Kevin Ritchie, spending a busy morning clearing spunout semis off the road when word
comes that a multi-vehicle pile-up
has closed down both northbound
lanes. While Gazzola scrambles to
get the highway open, Davis tries
to free a semi from a steep, icy off-

EDMONTON, Alta. – Drivers on
the busy Highway 63 truck corridor will see more enforcement and
more visual reminders to drive safely as the government moves to address recommendations stemming
from a report to improve safety on
the road. The Alberta government
has started implementing key safety recommendations regarding increased enforcement and enhanced
driver education contained in “Towards a Safer 63,” the report by
Mike Allen, Fort McMurray-Wood
Buffalo MLA.
Allen, who is the Special Advisor
on Highway 63, and Transportation
Minister Ric McIver released the report June 29.
“Our commitment to Albertans’
safety is unwavering. As part of our
ongoing actions to make this highway safer for everyone, I asked the
Minister of Justice and Solicitor
General to increase the number

ramp. By sundown the crew is exhausted, but the Coq isn’t done with
them yet. At 3 a.m., a five-semi
wreck at the top of the mountain
sends Davis and his 16-year-old son
Brandon fighting their way through
the traffic backup. This is Brandon’s
first night wreck – and the hard reality of heavy rescue towing is driven home when he discovers a driver
under one of the trucks, dead.
In addition to the men of Jamie
Davis Heavy Rescue, the show’s
producers are calling the team’s vehicles the “undisputed co-stars” of
Highway Thru Hell. One such vehicle, Rescue 52, features a fixed
30-tonne crane, and two powerful
winches which extend the reach of
the truck for hundreds of metres.
The original eight-part Canadian
series is produced by Vancouver’s
Great Pacific TV and will premiere
Sept. 4 at 10 p.m. ET/PT on the Discovery Channel. n

of fulltime integrated enforcement
officers on Highway 63 beginning
immediately,” said Alberta Premier
Alison Redford. “We are committed to ensuring our highways are
safe for our families and the men
and women who travel our roads
transporting goods daily.”
Two additional officers began patrolling the highway before the August long weekend, with another two
to be added by the end of August. Another 12 officers will be added over
the coming months, with all 16 expected to be in place by early 2013.
Recently, the province has held
two enforcement blitzes, which saw
close to 1,000 tickets being issued,
and installed additional signage for
upcoming passing lanes.
Alberta Transportation is also installing six digital signs to provide
instant feedback on drivers’ speed.
The location of the digital signs will
be moved approximately every week
to increase the attentiveness of motorists and allow for inspection and
maintenance, with three signs located on the northbound lanes and
three on the southbound lanes. Increased billboard and radio campaigns have either started or are
planned between now and September that target safe speeds, motorcycle safety, and driver attitudes.
“In addition to the new actions
announced today, the Minister of
Transportation and his colleagues
will come up with realistic recommendations on the preferred and
most achievable financial options
to accelerate Highway 63 twinning
and other infrastructure improvements,” said Redford.
The government also announced
on July 17 the tendering of three
Highway 63 construction projects
ahead of schedule. The projects include new passing/climbing lanes
and extensions to existing ones,
27 kilometres of new grading near
Wandering River and 55 kilometres
of tree clearing between House River
and Mariana Lake. n

Manitoba could
raise biodiesel
requirement
WINNIPEG, Man. – The Winnipeg
Free Press has reported the province of Manitoba is considering raising its biodiesel requirement from
2% biofuel to 5%.
The province has mandated a 2%
blend of biodiesel since 2010. According to the report, the province
is in the “early stages” of considering upping the mandate to 5%.
Bob Dolyniuk, executive director of the Manitoba Trucking Association, told the paper fleets are
concerned about the impact higher
biodiesel blends may have on engine
performance and warranties.
“The diesel engine manufacturers, with the exception of Volvo,
will not accept biodiesel over 5%
in their engines,” Dolyniuk said,
noting the biofuel percentage will
exceed 5% in the summer. “We are
not opposed to alternative fuels as
an industry,” Dolyniuk added. “My
board is in support, but there’s certain criteria that have to be met.” n
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‘Motor’ Rosenau fires up a convoy for fallen trucker
Fatal accident hits close to home for former O/O of
the Year, who was injured at the same intersection
By Jim Bray
CALGARY, Alta. – While most
Calgarians’ focus was on the
100th anniversary of the Calgary
Stampede this past July, a group
of truckers was forming a convoy
to honour a colleague whose truck
was slammed into at a dangerous
highway intersection northeast of
the Stampede city.
The convoy, organized by Michael ‘Motor’ Rosenau, a longtime Calgary-area trucker himself
and a past Truck News/Truck West
Owner/Operator of the Year, was
in memory of Wes Brooks.
Known to his friends as ‘Smurf,’
Brooks was killed on June 16 –
the day before Father’s Day –
when the 21-year-old driver of an
SUV apparently ran a stop sign
and slammed his vehicle into the
side of Brooks’ truck.
According to a Calgary Sun
report, Brooks was pronounced
dead at the scene, while the
21-year-old and his 18-year-old
female passenger were taken to
hospital with “non-life threatening injuries.”
Brooks, 56, left behind a wife
and family. Convoy organizer
Rosenau has his own history at
that intersection.
“Three years ago, on Remembrance Day, my boys and I were
on our way to Irricana,” Rosenau
said, noting that the trip was an
annual pilgrimage for his personal moment of silence honouring
his World War II veteran grandparents.
“There was a guy stopped at
the stop sign and all of a sudden he just darted out in front of
me. I swerved to miss him and he
T-boned us and shot us sideways and we rolled into the ditch
there.”
Rosenau said he was trapped in
his pick-up until a Good Samaritan came along and “we pried
the doors open. I still have the
shoulder injury that bothers me to
this day.”
He organized the convoy partly
as a way to make up for the fact
that he was away for his friend
Brooks’ memorial service.
“I had wanted to be there to
show my respect but I couldn’t
get back from Saskatchewan,” he
said. “He and (Brooks’ wife) Diana mean a lot to me. I lived with
them for a brief time and I talked to
him on the phone just about every
week. He had a laugh you’d never
forget and was always joking around
or laughing.”
Thirteen trucks turned out
for the memorial convoy, which
started “just outside of Irricana
on Hwy. 9,” Rosenau said, “and we
went by the corner where the accident had happened.”
They didn’t stop at the actual
site, though, because “it’s such a
high-risk corner, we didn’t want
to create any problems.”
They carried on into Calgary,
parked their fleet in a Northeast
warehouse lot and waited for Diana
and the family to arrive.

“They had a flag they wanted
all the people in the convoy to
sign,” Rosenau said, “so we hung
out for a good part of the afternoon, visiting and telling stories
about Wes and stuff like that.”
Rosenau said he doesn’t understand the problem with that
particular intersection, which is
basically unremarkable except for
its history.
“There’s lots of visibility, there
are no obstructions on either corner,” he said. “There’s a house
that’s probably 100 yards in from
one corner but it’s not anywhere
near the intersection so it’s not
obstructing the view.”
ThereTruckNewsWest_CAN_Half
are rumble strips
at the
PageIsl.pdf
intersection, he noted, but “when

1

I drove over them I didn’t even
realize I’d driven over them.
They’re just barely there.”
Rosenau said another driver
told him he’d been talking with
the government about the intersection, “and they told him they
can’t dig (the rumble strips) down
any deeper because of that house
on the corner – because of the
noise, which I think is a crock because it’s far enough in that (the
resident) probably doesn’t even
hear it.”
Unfortunately, more obvious
rumble strips probably wouldn’t
have helped Brooks. “The (other
driver) went through the stop
sign at highway speed, so it was a
major collision,” he said, “so obviously there was no paying attention or whatever. I just don’t
understand.
8/9/12
1:06 PM The officer who came
out the day I had my accident told
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me he’s out there at least two to
three times every week.”
Rosenau puts it down to drivers
not paying attention.
“They get out in the rural areas
and it seems like everyone forgets
how to drive. The guy that hit us,
he was trying to beat a grain trailer
coming the other direction and he
didn’t even see me until he hit me.
I was looking at him as I was going
in front of him and he didn’t turn
his head until the impact – he didn’t
see me until that moment.”
According to the Calgary Sun,
Brooks was merely the latest of at
least four fatalities at or near the
intersection since 2000.
“How many people have to die
there before they do something
serious?” Rosenau asked. “We’re
making a bunch of noise about it,
but they say they’ve done as much
as they can at that intersection.” n
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New signs to expedite border crossings
FORT ERIE, Ont. – New technology is to be installed at the Peace and
Queenston-Lewiston bridges to make
for faster border crossings, Canada’s
attorney general, Rob Nicholson, announced recently.
“Canada and the United States
are taking action to promote the
safe, secure and efficient movement
of people and goods across the border,” said Nicholson. “This technology will make cross-border travel
easier and facilitate trade by providing reliable, up-to-date information
to help drivers plan and choose the
fastest crossing.”
New and advanced sensor technology near Customs plazas and
approach roads will measure and
report delays, and relay this information to travellers. People will be
able to plan their routes better, time
their crossing, and select the bridge
with the best wait-times.
“While driving to the border, we
naturally wonder whether it will be
faster to cross at Fort Erie or Queenston,” said Nicholson. “With this
new technology, accurate, up-to-theminute crossing times will be posted
well before you reach the border.”
This new system is expected to reduce border wait times for the travelling public and commercial carriers
by up to one million hours per year,
according to the feds. Up-to-date

information on the Peace Bridge
and Queenston-Lewiston Bridge
Web sites will help drivers to plan
and save money on fuel by avoiding
congestion.
“The opening of new bridges, like
the one for Windsor-Detroit, and additional truck lanes are critical to the
ability of Canadian manufacturers
to ensure that their goods can get
to their US customers on time. The
promise of future electronic highway signs that will provide real-time
delays at the two major Niagara
crossings will provide certain carriers with real options to avoid costly delays at the Niagara crossings,”
said Stephen Laskowski, senior
vice-president, Canadian Trucking
Alliance.
The CTA had been working with
Transport Canada for several years
trying to identify various ways to
utilize current technology adopted
by the trucking industry to provide
real-time data on border delays. n

ARLINGTON, Va. – US for-hire truck tonnage increased 1.2% in June
after falling 1% in May, according to the latest report from the American Trucking Associations. (May’s loss was larger than the 0.7% drop
the ATA previously reported). June’s increase was the largest month-tomonth gain in 2012. However, the seasonally-adjusted index contracted
a total of 2.1% in April and May.
Compared with June 2011, the index was 3.2% higher, the smallest yearover-year increase since March. Year-to-date, compared with the same
period last year, tonnage was up 3.7%.
The not-seasonally-adjusted index, which represents the change in
tonnage actually hauled by the fleets before any seasonal adjustment, was 0.9%
below the previous month.
For the second quarter, the seasonally-adjusted index was off 0.8% from
the previous quarter, which was the first decrease in a year. Compared
with the second quarter in 2011, the index was up 3.5%.
“June’s increase was a pleasant surprise, but the lower year-over-year
gain fits with an economy that has slowed,” said ATA chief economist
Bob Costello. “Manufacturing output was strong in June, which helped
tonnage levels.”
Costello said he’s still concerned about businesses sitting on cash
instead of hiring more workers or spending it on capital projects – both
of which would give the economy and tonnage a shot in the arm – as they
are worried about Europe and the so-called US “fiscal cliff” at the end
of the year. Costello lowered his tonnage outlook for 2012 to the 3-3.5%
range due to recent economic weakness. n

ATA briefing blasts
US HoS changes
WASHINGTON, D.C. – The
American Trucking Associations
(ATA) has filed a brief with the US
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit, arguing that proposed hours-of-service changes will
prove extremely costly.
The association said the HoS
rules, as proposed, will add tremendous cost to the economy and undue
burden on drivers while providing
minimal possible safety benefits.
“From the outset of FMCSA’s review of the hours-of-service rule,
ATA has contended that the rules
that have been in place since 2004
have been working and have been
a major contributing factor in the
reduction in truck-involved crashes
and fatalities,” ATA president and
CEO Bill Graves said.
“FMCSA systematically, and
without regard for science or logic,
distorted the available data in order
to fit it to a predetermined and arbitrary outcome. The brief filed today
lays out this case convincingly and
we believe the court will come to
see the merits of our case and vacate
these potentially ruinous changes.”
The ATA said the changes are
“arbitrary and capricious as well as
unwarranted.”
“The agency claims that restart
restrictions and the off-duty break
requirement are justified by the
cost-benefit analysis in FMCSA’s
Regulatory Impact Analysis. That
‘analysis,’ however, is a sham,” the
brief said. “FMCSA stacked the
deck in favour of its preferred outcome by basing its cost-benefit calculations on a host of transparently
unjustifiable assumptions. FMCSA
therefore cannot justify the 2011 final rule on the ground that it has net
benefits.” n
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Indecent exposure
UV rays through the window may be
more dangerous than you think
By Julia Kuzeljevich
OTTAWA, Ont. – A clarification on
the use of window film for ultraviolet
(UV) light protection will make the
road ahead safer for long-haul truck
drivers and those who make a living
driving for long periods of time. So
far, the clarification extends to US
jurisdictions. But Canada’s Council
of Motor Transport Administrators
(CCMTA) is reviewing the ruling
and will make a determination later
this year. This April, the US Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) officially authorized
the use of clear window films with
a minimum 70% visibility rating in-

stalled on the front side windows of
commercial vehicles.
“Sadly long-haul drivers have faced
skin cancer as one of the hazards of
the job and we hope to help change
that with this clarification,” said Darrell Smith, executive director of the
non-profit International Window Film
Association (IWFA), which, with support from the American Trucking Associations (ATA) and public safety officials, has been working on obtaining
the clarification.
“Whether it is doing more to battle
obesity and sleep apnea, or helping
our drivers avoid skin cancer, ATA
has consistently advocated for sen-

sunblock?: Recent rule clarifications regarding the use of window film in
trucks may help protect drivers from the harmful effects of the sun’s rays.

sible regulations to ensure our drivers get and stay healthy,” said Bill
Graves, president of the ATA. “We
appreciate the efforts of the IWFA to
help our industry take another step
in that direction.”

Any road, any load.
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30,000 lb.*
Capacity Models

LIGHTWEIGHT
Fusion Beam Design

SELF-STEER
AXLES

20˚ - 30˚ Wheel Cuts
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CBX Series Suspensions provide the complete package for SPIF
compliant multi-axle trailer applications. With models ranging
from 23,000 to 30,000 lbs.* along with a liftable self-steer option,
there’s no road that can’t be traveled and no load that can’t be
carried with a SAF CBX suspension.

CBX Series Trailer Suspension
Systems – Available with
SAF Disc or Drum Brakes

*CBX25⁄30 model – 30,000 lbs. capacity at creep speed only.

Visit www.safholland.ca or call 519.537.3494
© 2012 SAF-HOLLAND, Inc. All rights reserved.

At the federal level in Canada,
the Motor Vehicle Safety Act regulates the level of window tinting in
the manufacturing of new vehicles
and requires windshields and windows to have a minimum of 70%
light transmittance.
Police officers use their judgement
to determine if the amount of window
tint obstructs the driver’s view or obstructs the view of an officer looking
into the vehicle. For the purpose of
annual and semi-annual commercial
vehicle safety inspections, commercial vehicles manufactured after July
1, 2011 must comply with National
Safety Code Standard 11, Part B.
This standard prohibits aftermarket window tinting on the windshield
and windows to the immediate left
and right of the driver. There is a
24-month transition period with enforcement of the standard beginning
on July 1, 2013, noted Emna Dhahak
at Ontario’s Ministry of Transportation. According to the IWFA, professionally installed window film typically reduces exposure to UV radiation
by up to 99%, reduces glare, interior
fading and hot spots.
The US FMCSA, in an Oct. 12,
2011 letter to Smith, noted Section
393.60(d) of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSR)
“permits the colouring or tinting of
windshields and the windows to the
immediate right and left of the driver
on CMVs, provided that the parallel
luminous transmittance through the
coloured or tinted glazing is not less
than 70% of the light at normal incidence in those portions of the windshield or windows.”
The FMCSA also commented on
a statement made by the IWFA that
“historically, the enforcement community and the trucking industry have
clearly taken the position that no film
was allowed on any vehicle operated
as a commercial vehicle.”
“Such a position is clearly contrary
to the existing regulations and associated guidance. If you are aware of specific instances where compliant window films have been disallowed, we
encourage you to contact our Office
of Enforcement and Compliance to
address any such inconsistencies,” the
FMCSA wrote.
The effort to get clarification on the
window film issue originated with a
call to the IWFA from Ross Auvigne,
a truck driver from Langley, B.C.
Auvigne has driven truck for 47
years, and had developed melanoma,
a type of skin cancer, on his left arm.
“In 2008 I went and looked for
some UV protection. I found a UV
Continued on page 12
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A clear road ahead for window film
Continued from page 10

covering for the truck window that
had a slight tint to it. I got to a weigh
scale in Golden, B.C. and they tried to
make me take it off. I go to the same
scale all the time. I kept telling them
I needed the protection. After several warnings, every time I went over
the scale they’d give me a ticket,” Auvigne told Truck West. Auvigne explained his situation to B.C.’s Transportation Ministry, and decided to go
to court and fight the tickets. Pleading
his tickets before a judge, Auvigne was
found guilty but his sentences were
suspended.
“We’re all out there at the mercy of
the sun and the courts are telling us
it’s illegal to prevent ourselves from
getting skin cancer,” he said.
Ironically, Auvigne said the scalehouse issuing the tickets had UV film
protection on its windows.
“You could stand outside the truck
and see the colour of my eyes – that’s
how light my tint was. But their complaint was (the tint on the truck) would
be unsafe in an accident because they
wouldn’t be able to get me out of there.
If you got in that kind of an accident
your windows would be busted in anyway,” he said. IWFA heard about the
case when Auvigne requested financial assistance from them.
“We cannot provide assistance for
breaking the law. Authorities were
sympathetic to why he was doing it
but he was still breaking the law.
He thought he had to put on some
other level of protection like glare

control,” said Smith of Auvigne’s
(outermost layer of the epidermis, or
tinted windows. “One of the things
skin), as well as destruction of elasIWLA is very adamant about is if we
tic fibers. This photoaging effect of
UVA (or damage from prolonged exwant to be a credible source of information we have to make sure that peoposure to UV radiation) is contrasted
ple are aware of what window film will
with photocarcinogenesis (developand will not do. Glare reduction and
ment of cancer). Although exposure
solar heat reduction are separate asto ultraviolet B (UVB) rays is linked
pects from UV protection.”
to a higher rate of photocarcinogenJust how dangerous is UV exposure
esis, UVA has also been shown to inthrough the windows of an automoduce substantial DNA mutations and
bile or truck? In an April 2012 article
direct toxicity, leading to the formapublished in the New England Journal
tion of skin cancer.”
of Medicine, Dr. Jennifer R.S. Gordon
Can such cancers be linked to prowrote that ultrafessions where
violet A (UVA)
there is a lot of
rays transmit
driving, for prolonged periods of
through window
glass, penetrating
time? A July 2011
the top layers of
paper in the Jourthe skin.
nal of the AmeriGordon treated
can Academy
truck driver Bill
of Dermatology
McElligott for a
found that two
ultraviolet-linked
condition called
skin cancers, maunilateral dermatoheliosis: one
lignant melanoside of his face
ma (MM) and
Ross Auvigne, B.C. trucker
was affected by
Merkel cell carthe sun, the othcinoma (MCC)
were more likely to show up on the
er wasn’t. Gordon did not respond
to Truck West’s request for an interleft than the right.
view, but her article said: “The patient
“In all, 53% of arm melanomas,
reported that he had driven a deliv51% of facial melanomas, and 52% of
ery truck for 28 years. Ultraviolet A
leg melanomas presented on the left.
(UVA) rays transmit through window
A total of 55% of arm MCCs and 52%
glass, penetrating the epidermis and
of facial MCCs presented on the left,
upper layers of dermis. Chronic UVA
whereas leg MCCs were equally disexposure can result in thickening of
tributed,” said the study.
the epidermis and stratum corneum
While US national registry data did
not provide information regarding sun
exposure or driving habits, the study
concluded that the effect was most
prominent on the arm.
“Driver-side automobile ultraviolet exposure (approximately five-fold
stronger on the left than right arm) is
a likely contributing factor. It may be
prudent to remind individuals prone
to skin cancer to take appropriate sun
precautions when driving in an automobile,” said the study.
Smith told Truck West that prior
to the FMCSA ruling he does not
believe that the trucking community had a lot of information about
UV exposure.
“I think there is a lack of information as well as a lot of misinformation. For example, if it’s a cloudy day
you still need to worry about ultraviolet radiation. It has nothing to do
with light. The angle of the ultraviolet

We’re all out there at
the mercy of the sun
and the courts are
telling us it’s illegal
to prevent ourselves
from getting skin
cancer.

rays coming through the atmosphere
can reach Earth at a higher intensity.
Some filters, unless there is UV treating, block sunlight but UV rays still
come through.”
By late summer the IWFA will canvass stakeholders on the impact of the
FMCSA ruling for them, said Smith.
“We would hope the information is
getting out to as many people as possible. Our own membership is starting
to advertise the ruling to truck drivers,
and travelling salespeople,” he said.
“The compliance and regulatory
affairs committee of CCMTA asked
us to provide all the information and
they thought they could look at it and
if they agree they will recommend the
adoption of that interpretation in Canada. We’ll then go on an informational campaign to notify the provinces.
As soon as we hear from them and
once they’ve sent their recommendation to Transport Canada we’ll meet
with them to assist them on a PR campaign,” said Smith. CCMTA spokesperson Sylvain Tremblay told Truck
West that the issue is now before the
periodic motor vehicle inspection
group.
“It’s for them to decide and recommend. We hope to be complete
with the exercise by the end of year,”
he said.
Outfitting a truck properly against
UV exposure would cost between
US$100-$250, noted Smith, depending on whether you cover the two front
side windows, or the two front side
windows plus the front windshield,
said Smith.
“That would be only clear film
for ultraviolet. If they wanted to
enhance the safety of the windows
even more, there you could put film
on it that would block UV and that
had a higher level of safety and security performance. That would probably range in at twice as expensive,”
he added.
Hats, sunscreen and sprays do provide protection against direct UV
rays, “but not reflected UV rays (ie.,
from the windows of a building, or silver trucks),” said Smith. “The beauty
of having a window film is that it’s a
passive system. The driver is receiving
protecting without having to take any
steps. It’s always there.”
As for Auvigne, he said he’s in
good health, “but I keep out of the
sun. Years ago nobody realized what
the sun is doing to us. At one point in
time I even had sleeves made for my
arm. (As truck drivers), we’re all out
there doing the same job and it’s a real
big issue for us.” n
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Alberta fleet owner sets ambitious goal to collect 500,000 signatures
Support for petition reaches beyond
trucking industry, organizer says
Continued from page 1

The online encyclopedia says there
are more than 50 other trades recognized currently, including cook,
electrician, machinist, welder, heavy
equipment operator, millwright, and
roofer. The omission of professional truck drivers from the list means
they’re tarred with the brush of
being merely “semi-skilled.”
That rankles Hill – a lot. “One
word that I absolutely hate is
‘semi-skilled,’” Hill said, bemoaning the fact that being in
control of a hundred thousand
dollar piece of machinery and
taking it through the ins and outs
of civilian traffic safely is considered as less of a trade than
others that don’t carry the same
responsibility.
Unfortunately, Hill said, the
feds have no intention of recognizing commercial truckers
as a Red Seal skilled workforce
any time in the near future, and
“that’s taking away the ability of
these new drivers, whether immigrants or not, to get support
in education and training paid
for by the government like other
industries have.”
Upping the skills designation
of the profession isn’t just about
helping gain recruits, however. It’s

organizations’ – lack of success in
getting the issue addressed.
“Every (AMTA) president has
banged his fist saying we need
skilled designations,” he said,
also about safety.
“but we’re spinning our wheels.
“Presently, there are no stanFrom the C TA level to the
dards for a Class 1 driver,” Hill
provincial level, we’re just not getnoted. “So what do we do? We’ve
ting it done.”
gone from about an average of 50Hill hopes his petition will at
72 hours of training at a trainleast get things moving in the right
ing school to 22 hours and under.
direction, though he wears no
You think we’re going to get an
rose-coloured glasses about the
educated workforce that way?
road ahead. It’s his understandTen hours in a truck and they’re
ing that to get the government
a Class 1 drivto call a referener? That’s scary!
dum in Alberta
And the person
requires a half
can’t even get
m i l l ion sig natures, a high bar,
the truck out
indeed – but one
of the yard, so
they’re turfed.
Bob Hill, Hill Bros. Expressway he thinks can be
We need better
reached.
standards, we
“ I f we g e t
need more money for training.”
500,000 signatures in Alberta,”
Hill also noted that driver
he said, “if we get a million in
training isn’t all that’s required
Canada, does that not give us
– training for more basic skills is
status? Could we force them (to
needed as well, especially when
address the issue) sooner rather
dealing with recruits from overthan later?”
seas. “We’re starting immigration
To kick things off with his petinow more than we ever have,” he
tion, Hill ran a pilot project using
said, “and we can’t communicate!
his son, and he said the response
We need these people trained in
was excellent. “He’s 20 years old
English as a second language.”
and I asked him to take the petiHence his petition. Besides his
tion, have his friends read it, and
gig at Hill Brothers, Hill also sits
see if it could get their support,”
on the board of the Alberta Motor
he said.
Transport Association, and he’s
“He came back the next day
been frustrated by its – and other
with 35 signatures just like that. If

‘Ten hours in a truck
and they’re a Class 1
driver? That’s scary!’

everyone in our business would do
that, I think we can make an impact. Sooner or later somebody’s
got to listen.”
Reaction so far from the community has been positive, and at
least one trucking company has
jumped on board.
According to Rosenau Transport’s Carl Rosenau, “We took
the blank petition and sent it to
every terminal and I think we had
about 100 pages signed,” he said.
“It was up to every driver to take
it with him to their customers.”
Hill hopes for more successes
like that, and noted that when he
tells civilians about the petition,
most people are surprised that it’s
even necessary to go that route in
the first place.
“Most people will say ‘You
mean it isn’t (skilled designation)
already?’ That’s the first thing
they ask,” he said.
Hill anticipates a long slog at
getting the signatures required,
but he’s ready.
“It may take six months, a year,
two years, but we need to start
somewhere,” he said. “We keep
saying we need a better voice, but
nobody seems to know where to
go – so I started this petition and
hope I can get support of truckers
everywhere.”
Petitions are available from the
Alberta Motor Transport Association at www.amta.ca, or you can
phone 800-267-1003. n
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Be warned:

What you need to know about
Canada’s aggressive new cartel law
By Lou Smyrlis
Logistics services providers are going to have to be very careful not to
run afoul of Canada’s aggressive new
conspiracy (cartel) law, because the
new regime makes the enforcement
of criminal cartel activity – i.e., bare
price-fixing, market division and output restriction agreements between
competitors and potential competitors – much easier than in the past.
“This isn’t just about big companies.
The Competition Bureau is set to go
after all companies big or small and
there is no due diligence defence. You
can’t say that management did everything possible to avoid an offence. You
have to instil in your staff the dos and
don’ts,” warned Catherine Pawluch, a
partner with Davis LLP with expertise
in transportation and competition law.
Pawluch spoke at the recent International Warehouse Logistics Association spring conference in Toronto.
The new law, brought into effect
in 2010, includes fines of up to $25
million per count, and up to 14 years
imprisonment. Canadian courts may
also issue “prohibition orders” prohibiting the continuation or repetition of

an offence and order a party to take
certain steps to avoid future offences and comply with the law (e.g., to
implement a corporate compliance
program).
Canada’s new criminal conspiracy
regime replaces legislation that was
considered dated, since it had been
on the books since 1889, and not aggressive enough. Similar to US cartel law, it is designed to make the enforcement of cartel activity easier by
removing the former competitive effects test. Under the old law, agreements among companies that “unduly” lessened or prevented competition
were prohibited. But the Crown prosecutor would have to prove that the accused companies had enough market
power to affect pricing for products or
services; simply having an agreement
in place was not enough. Under the
new law, Pawluch explained, there is
no need to show impact on the level
of competition.
“Even agreements among companies with little market influence can
be illegal if they touch on pricing,
market allocation or output controls,”
Pawluch said.
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HAMMERING DOWN ON CRIME: Canada’s new cartel law includes fines of up
to $25 million per count, and up to 14 years imprisonment. 

At the same time, the new rules are
meant to allow a more detailed analysis of non-hardcore agreements between competitors, such as joint venture and strategic alliance agreements
(i.e., where a more detailed analysis of
the potential effects on a market may
be warranted).
Under the new criminal conspiracy
provisions of the new law, there are
three categories of agreements considered “per se” illegal (i.e., with no
requirement to establish any negative
effect on a relevant market or markets): (i) agreements to fix, maintain,
increase or control the price for the
supply of a product or service (price
fixing agreements); (ii) agreements to
allocate sales, territories, customers or
markets for the production or supply
of a product or service (market division/allocation agreements); and (iii)
agreements to fix, maintain, control,
prevent, lessen or eliminate the production or supply of a product or service (supply restriction agreements).
Agreements among competitors
that are not caught by the three new
per se criminal offences may still come
under review under a new civil agreements provision. Some of the types of
agreements that may potentially be
subject to challenge under section 90.1
include non-compete agreements, research and development agreements,
joint purchasing agreements, joint production agreements, joint selling and
commercialization agreements and information sharing agreements.
The primary tool for the Competition Bureau in criminal cartel investigations is the search warrant with
surprise searches of company premises and seizures of documentation. Its
broad powers of investigation under
the Competition Act also include the
power to obtain court orders to compel document production and oral testimony under oath, as well as the ability to obtain wiretaps in some cases. In
some cases, the Competition Bureau
may rely on voluntary information requests, while in others it may resort to
compulsory document or information
requests.
“It is designed to allow regulators
to seize documents, e-mails and other
evidence before it can be destroyed or
sanitized,” Pawluch explained.
So what exactly can get your company into trouble? Canadian case law
has established that while there must
be a “meeting of minds” or “consensus” between parties, both informal and overt arrangements may be
caught. An agreement can be established based only on circumstantial
evidence, which may include, among
other things, evidence of meetings,
exchanges of competitively sensitive

information, identical or similar pricing (or sudden price stabilization),
language suggesting the existence of
an agreement, enforcement activities
among competitors, attempts to keep
meetings or other activities secret and
conduct that can only be explained by
the existence of an agreement.
An agreement does not need to be
secret or confidential to be called into
question. Nor does it need to be actually carried out. The offence is in the
agreement, not in the carrying out of
an agreement. While acts in furtherance of a cartel may be used as additional evidence, they are not necessary
in order to establish an offence under
the new law.
There may be no damage caused to
the market because the accused parties decided not to go ahead with their
criminal plans, but that’s doesn’t mean
they are off the hook, Pawluch says.
“No harm, no foul? In the US, there
are cases where even an attempt to fix
prices is good enough and Canadian
law has moved very close to US law,”
she warned.
The new law, like the old, does
distinguish between conspiracy and
“conscious parallelism.” That’s a defence the oil companies always revert
to when accused of price fixing and
it’s still a valid one. Following what a
competitor does and then matching its
pricing does not constitute conspiracy.
“The danger is when you combine
conscious parallelism and some form
of communication about a sensitive
industry issue,” Pawluch said.
She advises identifying and reviewing any agreements or arrangements
already in place with competitors to
ensure they don’t risk being in violation and seeking legal advice before
embarking on a joint venture. She also
advises discussing or exchanging sensitive information with competitors or
potential competitors.
If you do run into trouble, keep in
mind there are reductions in penalties for cooperating with the investigation. The Competition Bureau has
a formal immunity program intended
to encourage participants in criminal
cartels to disclose their illegal conduct to potentially receive immunity from prosecution. A party may receive immunity where: (i) they are the
first to approach the Competition Bureau with evidence of a cartel offence
that the Bureau is unaware of, or (ii)
of which the Bureau is aware, but has
insufficient proof to refer the matter
to prosecution. Both the Bureau’s immunity and leniency programs operate
on a “first in” basis, Pawluch said, so
moving quickly is critical when seeking immunity or leniency (where immunity is unavailable). n
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Let’s go further
with engine durability.
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Common sense ways to keep traffic flowing smoothly
And a tip for drivers that’ll help us all see a little better
I spend a lot of my driving time in
the dark. Not the usual ‘Need to
know’ kind of in the dark, but actual darkness. I’ve noticed a few
things on the less crowded roads
that could make a big difference
to both road safety, the economy
and even saving the planet.
My observations came about
through sheer frustration and
plain old-fashioned common
sense, which, due to its almost
complete absence, has to be the
biggest oxymoron in the world.
So let’s deal with my frustrations: stop lights.
To be specific, the first set of
stop lights in Lloydminster (it
could be any city) that turn to
red just as I approach them, then
the next set and the next and the
next…
During my time waiting for the
green light, not one vehicle passed
through the intersections, but the
self proclaimed ‘New Trans-Canada
Highway’ came to a grinding halt.
After the third set I tried a
different method, hoping to hit
a green light, but it made no difference whether I set off slowly
and tried to coast to the next red
light so that I never had to come
to a stop, or raced through the
gears trying to get through the
next light before it turned to red.

You say tomato,
I say tomahto
mark lee

No matter how I did it, I hit a red
light every time.
Now in this technological world
there is no need for that at all, the
stop light could be controlled by
sensors so that the main route is
always on green until a vehicle approaches the intersections on one
of the side streets, then a sensor
could trigger the lights to change.
It could even be linked so that
if there are vehicles travelling
on the main road, the side street
stays on red until there is a gap in
the through traffic.
The sensors could be on a timer, so that during busy periods,
everyone has a fair crack of the
whip, but during off-peak hours,
the main road should always have
priority.
Another method would be to
turn off the stop lights altogether, have a flashing amber light for
through traffic and a flashing red
light on the side streets creating
a two-way stop. Either method
would keep traffic flow on the big
road moving at highway speed.

THIS MONTH’S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

easier on the open stretches as
you have the lines going by as a
point of reference; if they join up
to make a continuous line, then
it’s time to back out of it a bit!
I have saved the best until last:
headlamp alignment. This is one
thing that really drives me crazy.
I have yet to see a vehicle that has
a facility to adjust the angle of the
headlamps.
It should definitely be standard on all pick-ups, as soon as
they put anything in the box or
tow anything, the headlamps are
only good for searching the tree
line for raccoons.
This is compounded by the annoying habit their drivers have of
running with their spotlights on
at all times, so you get four misaligned lights shining into your
eyes, not just two.
Almost as bad as this are big
trucks with poorly adjusted headlamps; they’re usually adjusted so
that their beam goes directly into
your eyes when they’re heading in
the opposite direction or straight
into your driver’s mirror when
they’re passing you.
It’s a two-minute job to pull up
to the side of a building and check
the alignment of the headlamp
beam and adjust them as necessary, yet it seems that every other
truck has a driver that cannot be
bothered.
I don’t understand it myself;
a properly adjusted set of headlamps will give a much clearer
view ahead, so even if these drivers don’t give a hoot about other
road users, surely it’s in their own
interest to be able to see what’s
coming up in front of them? n
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This small step in just this one
city would save thousands and
thousands of gallons of fuel per
year; it would keep everyone happy, there would be no losers.
Even though it never happened
the last time I went through, the
people approaching the intersections on the side streets must see
a red light occasionally – sensor
controlled lights would eliminate
this too.
Drivers passing through would
not only use less fuel, they would
suffer less wear and tear on drivelines and brakes and the residents
of the city would benefit from
lower noise levels.
It is common sense to put a few
sensors in, but call me a cynic,
it won’t happen. Instead the city
will get a bypass, costing millions.
It may make life a bit easier for
the inhabitants of the place, but
the bypass will also take away
customers from local businesses,
so in that case, they win some,
they lose some.
A few sensors and everyone
could be a winner.
My next pearl of wisdom comes
from my years of driving on the
other side of the Atlantic. It’s another simple solution and I think
it would make a huge contribution
to road safety.
It relates to road markings, or
rather the lack of road markings,
especially at night and in inclement
weather.
In Europe they use a reflective
paint to make the road markings
stand out and it really works well.
No matter how dark the night may
be, the reflective material in the
paint is picked up by the headlamps of your vehicle.
This has many benefits, such
as being able to concentrate on
your driving, rather than straining
to see your position on the road.
It also allows you to judge speed

– A fourth generation trucker and
trucking journalist, Mark Lee uses
his 25 years of transcontinental
trucking in Europe, Asia, North
Africa and now North America to
provide an alternative view of life on
the road. You can read his blog at
www.brandttruck.com/blog.
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Lucas Degerness
Missing Since: June 7, 2007
Age: 19 (DOB: Jan 29, 1993)
Missing From: Prince George, British Columbia
Height: 5’8”

Across

Down

1.
3.
9.
10.
11.
12.
14.
16.
19.
21.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
13.
15.
17.
18.
20.
22.
23.

Medium-duty maker in Woodstock, ON
Info-laden tire section
Tim Hortons baked goods
Tridem axle count
Truckers’ cargoes
Engine-output measurement
Truck-leasing alternative
Ryder rig
Convertible season
Transmission and differential parts
Cargo-restraint type
Mack motors
Dipstick info (3,5)
International ____FORCE engine

Canada’s Steel Capital
Cross-border trade pact
Road maps’ city sections
Do Not ____, one-way-street sign
Dashboard channel (3,4)
Lender’s claim on financed truck
NV commercial vans’ brand
A GVWR category (5,3)
Georgia-overdrive gear
Certain International tractors
NB-PEI link
Canadian-flag leaf
Zamboni-driver’s workplace
Canadian diesel-fuel brand

Weight: 145lbs
Eye Colour: Brown
Hair Colour: Dark Brown

Age progression
to 19 years

IF YOu HaVe anY InFOrMaTIOn aBOuT THIs MIssIng cHILD,

PLease VIsIT Our WeBsITe

Or caLL us TOLL-Free

missingkids.ca

1-866-KID-TIPS

Try it online at www.trucknews.com
missingkids.ca is a program of
and trade-mark of
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Child Find (Ontario) Inc. is an affiliate of the Canadian Centre for Child Protection Inc.
Together, they provide missing children services in the Province of Ontario.
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Handle with care

Follow these tips and techniques to
reduce cargo damage-related costs
Every fleet is expected to handle
cargo with care. After all, shippers
want their freight to be in the same
condition at the beginning and end of
every trip.
Less-than-truckload fleets simply face a few extra challenges along
the way. Fragile goods loaded onto
these trailers might need to sit in the
shadow of heavier skids which could
deliver a crushing blow.
Oddly-shaped freight might need to
be secured with a completely different combination of blocks, straps and
chains than the cargo sitting next to it.
But fleets can protect their freight
– and the drivers who haul it – by

Ask the Expert
david goruk

following a few of the tips and techniques that will help everyone feel a
little more secure.
Review the latest rules: North
American cargo securement standards offer detailed steps that need
to be followed when blocking, chaining, strapping and securing a wide
variety of cargo.
Many of the original standards

have also been clarified by the
Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators, which publishes the latest interpretations at
www.ccmta.ca.
Stack with care: As obvious as it
is to suggest that freight needs to be
stacked with care, fragile cargo is
often damaged when heavier skids are
piled on top of lighter freight.
Cardboard boxes are particularly
prone to collapsing under any added weight when they are shipped in
humid weather.
Many of these issues are addressed
by stacking a customer’s freight in tiers
– with the most rugged goods creating
the bottom levels – and then holding
everything in place with a combination of cargo straps, nets and
logistics bars.
Fill the gaps: Physics teachers tell
their students that “nature abhors a
vacuum.” The same rules seem to apply to the empty spaces between one
pallet and the next.
Shifting cargo just loves to move
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T
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
2) How many vehicles are based at or controlled from this
location? Please indicate quantities by type:
—_No._of_Straight_Trucks_ ______ No._of_Trailers
_ _
______ No._of_Buses
_ —_No._of_Truck-Tractors_ ______ No._of_Off-Road_Vehicles
3) Does this location operate, control or administer one
or more vehicles in any of the following Gross Vehicle
Weight (GVW) categories? Please check YES or NO:
_ 14,969_kg._&_over_(33,001_lbs._&_over)..._
❏__YES_ ❏__NO
_ 11,794-14,968_kg._(26.001-33,000_lbs.)._ ❏__YES_ ❏__NO
_ 8,846-11,793_kg._(19,501-26,000_lbs.)..._ ❏__YES_ ❏__NO
_ 4,536-8,845_kg._(10,000-19,500_lbs.)....._ ❏__YES_ ❏__NO
_ Under_4,536_kg._(10,000_lbs.)................_
❏__YES_ ❏__NO
4) This location operates, controls or administers:
_ Diesel_powered_vehicles.........................._ ❏__YES_ ❏__NO
_ Refrigerated_vehicles..............................._ ❏__YES_ ❏__NO
_ Pickups_or_Utility_Vans............................._ ❏__YES_ ❏__NO_
_ Propane_powered_vehicles......................_ ❏__YES_ ❏__NO
5) Do you operate maintenance facilities
_ at this location?_...................................._ ❏__YES_ ❏__NO
_ IF_YES,_do_you_employ_mechanics?........_ ❏__YES_ ❏__NO

6) Indicate your PRIMARY type of business by checking
ONLY ONE of the following:
a)_ ❏_ For_Hire/Contract_Trucking_(hauling_for_others)
_ b)_ ❏_ Lease/Rental
_ c)_ ❏_ Food_Production_/_Distribution_/_Beverages
_ d)_ ❏_ Farming
_ e)_ ❏_ Government_(Fed.,_Prov.,_Local)
_
f)_ ❏_ Public_Utility_(electric,_gas,_telephone)
_ g)_ ❏_ Construction_/_Mining_/_Sand_&_Gravel
_ h)_ ❏_ Petroleum_/_Dry_Bulk_/_Chemicals_/_Tank
_
i)_ ❏_ Manufacturing_/_Processing
_ j_i)_ ❏_ Retail
_ jii)_ ❏_ Wholesale
_ k)_ ❏_ Logging_/_Lumber
_ b)_ ❏_ Bus_Transportation
_ m)_ ❏_ Other_(Please_specify)__
7) Are you involved in the purchase of equipment or
replacement parts?_._._._._._._._._._._._.___
❏__YES_ ❏__NO
8) Are you responsible either directly or indirectly
for equipment maintenance?_._._._.___
❏__YES_ ❏__NO

CLIP_and_MAIL
With
Payment_to

80_Valleybrook_Drive,
Toronto,_Ontario
M3B_2S9

TODAY!

through these gaps and slam into nearby goods.
Well-placed dunnage in the form
of broken skids or purpose-built air
bags can fill these spaces and absorb
unwanted bumps.
Warn forklift drivers about hidden pails and drums: Forklift drivers
have been known to puncture pails
or drums that were sitting behind the
skids they were trying to move, but this
threat can often be addressed by sharing a little information.
I once worked for an LTL fleet that
equipped drivers with a series of warning stickers which could be applied to
any skids that were blocking the view
of the freight sitting behind it.
Drivers could even create their own
warnings with no more than a few
sheets of cardboard, some duct tape
and a magic marker.
Prepare drivers for warehouse hazards: Some warehouses ban drivers
from their loading docks, but truckers
who are allowed to step out of their
cab can take the time to inspect freight
as it is loaded, and share insight about
any cargo that is already on-board.
They simply need to protect themselves from the surrounding hazards.
Work boots, a reflective vest and
hard hat will be a must for anyone who
steps into an active warehouse, and a
sturdy pair of work gloves will offer an
important line of defence when handling a wide variety of freight.
Those who are required to handbomb freight may even want to consider back braces as a defence against
strain-related injuries.
Inspect the cargo handling equipment: Tools like hand trolleys, pallet
jacks and lift gates can help to move
freight with ease, but they also need to
be inspected and maintained like any
other component on the truck.
Bent or damaged parts can affect
load ratings and movements alike.
Approach the loading dock with
care: Those who slam a trailer into a
loading dock can damage the truck,
building and cargo.
Sure, warehouse employees might
chuckle at the three attempts needed to
carefully back the trailer into position,
but this will be far less embarrassing
than any damage caused by careless
actions.
Knock before opening: It is tough to
know if the freight inside a van trailer
has shifted during a trip, but drivers
can spot some hidden hazards before
opening the barn doors.
A quick bang on the doors should
generate a hollow sound. A dull thud
may suggest that something is leaning against the door and is about to
spring free.
Hope for the best, plan for the worst:
Many disagreements with shippers
can be eased by establishing the clear
steps that a driver should follow if any
damage does occur, no matter who
causes the issue. n
– This month’s expert is David Goruk, risk services specialist. David has served the trucking
industry for more than 25 years providing loss control and risk management services to the trucking industry. Northbridge Insurance is a
leading Canadian commercial insurer built on the strength of four companies with a longstanding history in
the marketplace and has been serving the trucking industry for more
than 60 years. You can visit them at
www.nbins.com.
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No reason to jump off a cliff
But if you do, build a set of
wings on the way down
Recently, the famed sci-fi author,
Ray Bradbury, passed away. Everyone who ever took Grade 10 English
had to read The Martian Chronicles.
I am not a big science fiction fan
but I remember I liked that book. In
one of the obituaries that appeared
after his death he is quoted as saying: “Go to the edge of the cliff and
jump off, and build your wings on
the way down.”
For me, that quote immediately
brought to mind the character of the
creative and resourceful men and
women who make up the Canadian
trucking industry – those who run
Canada’s trucking companies and
their thousands of hard-working,
dedicated employees – the drivers,
dispatchers, mechanics, and countless other professionals who keep
the freight moving every hour of
every day so that our economy won’t
miss a beat.
At times, when forced to take
the plunge into unfamiliar territory, the trucking industry’s innovators and independent entrepreneurs
build wings that help the industry
soar and map out the future; while
in tougher periods – such as these
last few years – judicious, adaptable
truckers are happy to simply find

Industry Issues
David Bradley

balance and glide down to a softer
landing. Either way, truckers’ toes
always appear to be pointing to the
edge of some type of cliff.
As we approach National Trucking Week 2012, it appears there’s
been yet another sudden turn in
many of the economic indicators –
sluggish GDP growth at home and
abroad, a labour market stuck in between the seventh and eighth gear of
the unemployment scale, debt worries in Europe and the US, etc.
Sagging new truck and trailer
orders are one reflection of the industry’s response to these lacklustre
times. After four years of this, it no
doubt is starting to wear on some
people, especially after a somewhat
more optimistic start to 2012.
I honestly believe that when times
get tough, this industry really shows
its mettle. You’ve proven it repeatedly. Sure, we’ve emerged from the
“great recession” a little bruised and
it’s disappointing the upturn in both

Canada and the US is much softer than past recoveries, but frankly, Canadian truckers are in a far
better position than their brethren
in many other places in the world.
There is no doubt this is largely due
to the unmatched Canadian spirit –
which truckers exemplify through
their dedication, no-quit attitude
and acceptance of change – that
helps us weather cyclical storms
when they hit and puts us squarely
on the road for growth and sustainability when the clouds part.
That road will continue to be
rocky during stretches, to be sure.
The near-par Loonie is here to stay,
putting the squeeze on Canadian
manufacturing and exports.
Record-high equipment and
maintenance costs are putting the
pinch on carriers and although it’s
been a relatively nice summer, let’s
face it, diesel ain’t going to sit calmly at its current relatively soft levels
forever. (In defining “soft” all things
are relative, of course).
But when have any of those things
ever stopped us before? For years
now, I’ve heard the tale that the other modes are in a renaissance and
poised to take back market share.
I’m still waiting. In fact, according
to a recent study, trucking’s share of
the surface freight market will actually continue to grow and by 2023
will hit 70% in the US.
If any good came out of the recession it’s that truckers are sharper and more resilient than ever. For
the most part, carriers seem to be
doing a better job of managing capacity despite the lure of the siren

Something new for the small guys?
Every now and again something
curious pops up in the news, something that is a bit of a head-scratcher. Late in June one of those items
came across my desk, and I was curious enough to do a little research
to find out more.
It was a announcement from the
Federal Economic Development
Agency for Southern Ontario,
letting us know that the agency
was spending (‘investing’ is the
word they used) up to $5.3 million
dollars to help eight “innovative
businesses” in the Kitchener-Waterloo area of Ontario “succeed
and grow.”
The goal is to help them get their
products and ideas to market faster, while creating jobs and economic growth in southern Ontario, according to the news release.
It’s not entirely a coincidence, I
suppose, that the Member of Parliament for Kitchener-Waterloo,
Peter Braid, is a Progressive Conservative and a ranking member
of the Harper government. Draw
your own conclusions.
This money is being made available with such lofty goals as creating “high-value job opportunities”
and leveraging additional investment from venture capital firms.
The announcement named the
eight companies that will receive
funding, with amounts ranging
from $75,000 up to $996,000. The
funds are in the form of a five-year
interest-free loan and are dependent on each applicant finding its
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Private Links
Bruce Richards

own ‘Angel’ investors.
One of the recipients will receive up to $750,000 to develop
and implement a mobile tracking and management system for
truck transportation companies,
and that is the one that tweaked
my interest. My first thought was
‘Why fund the creation of another
such device?’ Here’s where my research led me:
The government release states
that the company “has developed
a mobile tracking and management system for truck transportation companies, allowing truck
drivers to electronically document their position, provide delivery updates, communicate with
other drivers, and access regulatory
information.”
The company’s Web site indicates that a driver using their product can record hours-of-service on
his/her smartphone or tablet, can
communicate with dispatch, and
can send and receive documents.
All useful tools, and it is certainly encouraging to see our government supporting innovation and
job creation But this one still
seemed superfluous considering
that the trucking industry already
has a number of suppliers offering on-board tracking devices that

perform a host of different functions, including those that will be
apparently be developed with the
federal financing.
Most progressive fleets, certainly those within the PMTC, are already using on-board recorders to
help manage their fleet and their
drivers in order to maximize efficiency and productivity.
I saw what I thought was another
concern with the product: tracking
hours-of-service by entering data
on a smartphone would seem to
be only a minor improvement on a
hand-written paper log unless the
smartphone were to connect to the
truck’s ECM, which, according to
a company spokesman, it will not.
The lack of connectivity to the
ECM may put the smartphone app
at a disadvantage in the future if
EOBRs become mandatory. The
Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators is considering
a Canadian standard for EOBRs
for the purpose of tracking hoursof-service and it is likely that any
such standard will require that the
recording device be connected to
the ECM.
So why would the government
fund the development of another
tracking device for trucking?
Well, the company feels it has
a ready-made market among very
small fleets and individual operators. According to a company
spokesman, there has been considerable interest and uptake in
those sectors.

song of growth that got companies
in trouble in past up-cycles.
The driver shortage may be creating a natural drag on capacity
growth, but I still sense there is better discipline in the marketplace. I
hope it lasts and that the lessons of
the recession are not forgotten any
time soon.
This does not mean carriers are
becoming complacent and allowing opportunities to pass by. It does
mean they are treading more cautiously; seeking out quality revenue;
and, servicing customers in new,
creative ways.
This year’s National Trucking
Week – which started as an idea
from the Canadian Trucking Alliance in the late ’90s and has flourished into a national celebration of
the hundreds of thousands of men
and women in this great industry –
is a timely reminder to not lose sight
of the road ahead because of a few
potholes.
More importantly, it’s an opportunity (and it shouldn’t be the only
one) for the trucking community in
Canada to come together and recognize the folks that drive (in many
cases, quite literally) the industry
to the position of dominance it
enjoys today.
I’m truly convinced that we have
yet to fully spread our wings and the
best days are ahead of us. Happy
National Trucking Week! n
– David Bradley is president of
the Ontario Trucking Association
and chief executive officer of the
Canadian Trucking Alliance.

The operator can track the
whereabouts of the trucks via the
GPS in the phone, “and there are
prompts that will advise the driver
to correct any obvious entry errors
or changes in duty status on the log
entries. These prompts should help
eliminate log errors and used properly will be a distinct advantage for
both the driver and the operator.”
Since smartphones are ubiquitous parts of our world, this system may prove to be a relatively
inexpensive control tool for drivers and operators of small fleets.
Of course increased competition brought about by having
more players supplying products
and services to the trucking industry is generally a good thing for
consumers. It tends to keep those
suppliers innovative, leads to better products, and price competitiveness. So having another supplier
of on-board tracking devices in
the market may not be a bad thing
at all, particularly if it helps the
little guys.
So, what at first appeared to me
to be federal money not-so-wellspent, may indeed help deliver a
product that will be of use to small
fleets or individual owner/operators. It should be interesting to
watch what happens over the term
of the loan. (We tried to reach Mr.
Braid at his constituency office to
discuss this but could not do so
prior to press time). n
– The Private Motor Truck Council is the only national association
dedicated to the private trucking
community. Direct comments and
questions to trucks@pmtc.ca.
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over the road

Tuning out isn’t always the best solution
I have been reading a variety of
blog posts this summer regarding
citizenship, community, and democracy. Most of these blog posts
have been investigating the reasons why fewer and fewer of us
participate in the democratic process and the feelings of isolation
and lack of influence many of us
are feeling these days as a result.
It was a blog post titled The
myth of the silent majority, written by Glen Pearson that really
got me thinking about the challenges the trucking industry faces
and what our responsibilities are
as individual drivers to influence
positive change. Glen summed up
the silent majority this way:
“How can drawing in people to
care more about their community
possibly be wrong, especially in
times of great transition or challenge? And how can the presence
of a silent and ambivalent majority
possibly stand as a viable excuse
for the lack of citizen accountability? The presence of a majority of
citizens refusing to face impending struggles on behalf of their
own community is hardly a testimony to the vigor of the democratic legacy.”
A week or two before reading Glen’s blog, I was stuck in a
line of stalled traffic on Hwy. 17
west of Kenora. The 20-kilometre
long line of traffic was a result of a
fatality accident that had occurred
near the Ontario-Manitoba border. I learned this by turning on
my CB radio.
But it wasn’t long before the
trash talk started over the radio,
at which point I joined what I believe to be the silent majority of
drivers and turned off my radio.
CB trash talk is all about bigotry,
hatred, ignorance and fear.
Those feelings have found fertile
ground for some in the changes
that are taking place around us.
There isn’t any doubt that the
trucking industry is in a time of
great transition and that we are all
facing huge challenges as a result.
The shortage of qualified drivers, holding drivers to a higher standard through stricter enforcement, exponential growth of
technology, the push to adopt that
technology in the cab, pressure to
improve productivity, pressure to
hold down wages and the impact
all of those things have on our lifestyle add to our feelings of angst.
Much of the bigotry and ignorance that prevails over the CB
airwaves revolves around immigrant drivers. It has more to do
with a fear of change within the
North American trucking culture
than with driving skill or knowledge. Leaving your homeland and
moving to another country with a
vastly different culture and lifestyle is about pursuing a better life
for your family and it is something
that is incredibly difficult to do. I
can speak to this with some limited experience.
My family immigrated to Canada from Great Britain 45 years
ago. Although I was still a child
at the time I can still remember the challenges we faced as a
f a m i ly, d e s pit e s h a r i n g a
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Over the Road
Al Goodhall

common language and similar
cultural norms. The last thing an
immigrant family is looking for is
a free ride.
My parents saw Canada as a land
of opportunity that could provide
a better life for their family and it
certainly did. But there were no
guarantees. Success came through
hard work and commitment.
These are two qualities I believe
all people striving for a new beginning in our country share. I think
the silent majority would agree
with me on that.
There is much room for improvement in how the rules around safe-

ty and compliance are enforced.
There will always be debate about
the validity of some of those rules
and whether they are necessary at
all. But the fact is, the laws governing conduct and the rules of
the road need to be in place.
Many of those rules have been
put in place more for the benefit
of the commercial driver than anyone else.
I think it may very well be a silent majority of drivers that prefer they are limited to a 70-hour
week.
As a group, we drivers often
complain about the lack of camaraderie today in comparison to the
‘good old days.’
That feeling is fueled by negative talk over the radio. Many of
us have dealt with this by simply
turning our CB off. But is that the
right approach?

Ignoring that attitude certainly
doesn’t make it go away but at the
same time, I admit, that when you
engage with drivers on the radio,
it usually degenerates into a pointless shouting match.
It appears that as individuals
there’s not much we can do to
stop or at least tone down the trash
talk. I think we can agree there is
a silent majority of professionals
out there.
But in our silence are we allowing the voice of the minority to
dominate? Ignoring it certainly
does not seem to be making it go
away. n
– Al Goodhall has been a professional long-haul driver since 1998.
He shares his experiences via his
'Over the Road' blog at http://truckingacrosscanada.blogspot.com. You
can also follow him on Twitter at
Twitter.com/Al_Goodhall.
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CTA offering retirement plans for drivers
OTTAWA, Ont. – The Canadian
Trucking Alliance (CTA) and participating provincial trucking associations are sponsoring a comprehensive program of retirement
savings plans for employees and
owner/operators in the Canadian
trucking industry.
The program is being offered
through Standard Life for small-,
medium- and large-sized carriers.
“By offering this new service,
CTA and the provincial associations are not only trying to help
the workers in the trucking industry
prepare for retirement, but we are
also trying to assist the industry in
becoming more attractive in terms
of retaining existing employees and
owner/operators, as well as attracting new ones,” says CTA president
and CEO, David Bradley. “The industry is competing with other sectors for a shrinking pool of labour
and we’ve got to meet or exceed

the benefits those other sectors are
providing.”
Bradley concedes there are many
companies that already provide some
form of retirement savings plan and
while he says those companies might
be interested in what the CTA-provincial association plans are offering,
“We also know that there are many
that have not yet introduced such
plans and we hope this provides them
with an easy way of doing so.”
CTA officials say the new initiative is consistent with new federal legislation recently given Royal
Assent which authorizes the introduction of Pooled Registered Pension Plans (PRPPs) in Canada.
PRPPs are pooled, low-cost, transferable between employers and managed by regulated administrators
intended to allow small- and medium-sized employers who do not currently provide retirement savings
plans to band together to do so. n

Ground transportation costs drop in
May: Canadian General Freight Index
TORONTO, Ont. – The cost of ground transportation for Canadian shippers
decreased 0.29% in May when compared with April results, according
to the latest results from the Canadian General Freight Index (CGFI).
The Base Rate Index, which excludes the impact of accessorial charges
assessed by carriers, decreased by 0.3% when compared to April.
Average fuel surcharges assessed by carriers have seen a decrease from
22.4% of base rates in April to 22.1% in May.
“We are experiencing a marginal decrease in base rates and a slight increase
in accessorials, while fuel remained relatively flat,” said Doug Payne,
president and COO of Nulogx, which facilitates the CGFI. “It appears
that marginal base rate gains in the domestic LTL and truckload markets
were offset by marginal decreases in the cross-border LTL and truckload
markets.” For more information, visit www.cgfi.ca. n

Canadian spot market freight index
down m-o-m, y-o-y in June
TORONTO, Ont. – Canadian spot
market freight saw its second best
month of 2012 in June, but was down
both month-over-month and yearover-year, according to the latest
data from TransCore.
TransCore’s Canadian spot market freight index was down 2% compared to this May and 6% lower
than June 2011. The second quarter of 2012 saw a 20% gain over the
first quarter of this year and was 6%
below Q2 2011.
Cross-border postings increased
slightly in June, according to TransCore, accounting for 75% of all load
postings. Equipment postings declined by 7% month-over-month
and were up 5% year-over-year in
June.
“While load volumes saw a significant quarter-over-quarter gain,
equipment availability only increased by a modest 4%, resulting
in a much lower equipment-to-loads
ratio than the previous quarter,”

TransCore reported. “The equipment-to-loads ratio dropped in June
reaching the lowest levels in 2012
– and the lowest level since June
2011.”
Regionally, the top destinations
for loads imported into Canada
were: Ontario 54%; Quebec 23%;
Western Canada 20%; and Atlantic
Canada 3%.
The top regions for import equipment into Canada were: Ontario
53%; Western Canada 24%; Quebec 20%; Atlantic Canada 3%.
The top regions of origins
for loads within Canada were:
Western Canada 44%; Ontario
26%; Quebec 22%; and Atlantic
Canada 8%.
Most Canada-bound loads originating in the US came from Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, California
and Texas. The top US destinations
for loads originating in Canada were
New York, Pennsylvania, Texas,
California and Washington. n

vote of support: A federal report endorses the use of natural gas.

CTA encouraged by natural gas report
OTTAWA, Ont. – The federal Standing Committee on Energy, the Environment and Natural Resources has issued a report endorsing the expanded
use of natural gas as a “game changing
fuel.” The report has gotten the attention of the Canadian Trucking Alliance (CTA), which would like to see
the government act on the recommendations and help the industry to transition to natural gas.
“The GHG reduction benefits of
LNG are real and at current prices, it is
an attractive alternative to diesel fuel.
However, it will require investment in
distribution infrastructure on the part
of producers, as well as significant tax
incentives and price guarantees to allow and encourage those carriers who

are interested to make the shift,” said
Stephen Laskowski, senior vice-president of CTA.
The federal report, titled Now or
Never, says that natural gas “is becoming a platform fuel for the Canadian
economy” and that its expansion by
governments “should be encouraged.”
The CTA notes a Class 8 truck can
cost up to $100,000 more than a diesel equivalent when equipped to run
of natural gas.
“At this price differential, without
government financial incentives for
the trucking industry or distribution
infrastructure, the Canadian trucking industry will be cautious in its
approach towards this technology,”
added Laskowski. n

Ryder is currently looking for quality...

Class 1 Drivers ~ Flatbed
Western Canada

We require:

We offer:

• Valid Class 1 Licence
• Flat Bed Experience
• 2 years’ Class 1 Experience
• Clean Abstract and CVOR
• Clean Criminal Search

• Attractive Remuneration Package
• Weekly Payroll
• Flex Benefit Plan
• RRSP Plan
• Stock Purchase Plan
• Uniform and Boot Allowance

Please submit your resumes/abstracts to:
Ryder Logistics and Transportation Solutions Worldwide
Attention: Human Resources
Phone: 1-800-339-2834 ext. 2
Fax: 519-681-9040
Email: recruit32@r yder.com
We thank all who apply; however, only those selected for an
interview will be contacted. Ryder is an equal opportunity employer.
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BE ConfidEnT WiTH

THE MICHELIN® X ONE® XDN®2 TIRE

WITH MICHELIN®

Matrix™ Siping Technology

Uncertain conditions? The MICHELIN® X One® XDN®2 tire keeps you on the road.
With its bold, open shoulder grooves and Matrix™ Siping Technology,
the MICHELIN® X one® Xdn®2 tire keeps its grip on slippery surfaces without
compromising tread wear. And because it’s also a MICHELIN® X one® tire, you can
save fuel and haul more, helping you lower your costs and increase your revenue.
Upgrade to the MICHELIN® X one® Xdn®2 tire today for all-weather, fuel-saving traction.
Michelin. Improving your bottom line through innovation. That’s a better way forward.

† Learn more about the MICHELIN® X One® XDN®2 tire and MICHELIN® Durable Technologies at gowidesavegreen.com.
© 2012 Michelin North America (Canada) Inc. All rights reserved. The “Michelin Man” is a registered trademark licensed by Michelin North America, Inc.
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tax talk

Good value or cheap service?
You get what you pay for. The
tough part is looking at a price
tag and trying to decide if what
you’re getting is a good value or
just plain cheap.
I personally blame a certain big
box store for this. They can roll
back prices all they want, but is
what they’re selling really less expensive in the long run?
Paying one buck for something
instead of two is great when the
$1 item works as well or lasts as
long as the more expensive one.
Often, though, you end up replacing that crappy product while the
$2 item is still going strong.
The same holds true for your
truck. How many miles can you
expect from those new tires?
Maybe the less expensive tire is
a better value, even if you have
to buy again in 22 months instead
of 24.

Tax Talk

value out of the people who do
your accounting, bookkeeping,
tax prep, or financial planning.
You pay good money for these
services. Is it worth it?
What to expect

Scott Taylor

With tires, value is a pretty easy
calculation: miles divided by the
cost is a real number. It’s tougher to measure how those tires affect other things, like fuel economy. Now figuring the value of
those cheaper tires becomes more
complicated.
When you’re looking at a service like accounting, value is
almost completely intangible.
Knowing whether your tax bill
or tax refund is right is a potentially endless circular discussion.
So I won’t even
go there.
B:8.125”
Still, it’s important
to think
T:7.875”
about whether you’re getting good
S:7.5”

I talk to a lot of potential new clients who have had enough of the
guy at the big tax-prep franchise
or the neighbour who’s a CA and
knows a little about trucking because his brother-in-law hauls for
XYZ Corp.
When they call, they’re looking for the same thing from their
accountant that their customers
want from them:
Professionalism: A guy phoned
today because he says his accountant never calls him back. He realized that if he ever had a really important question, he’d be
screwed. Imagine if you blew off
your customers every time they
called? How long before they decided you didn’t want the business

My engine gets me there on time.
That’s why I use Mobil Delvac.

7-13-2012 4:07 PM

SMP12017.CVL.TOM.100.indd

T:10.75”

– Scott Taylor is vice-president of
TFS Group, providing accounting, bookkeeping, tax return preparation, and other business services for owner/operators. Learn
more at www.tfsgroup.com or call
800- 461-5970.

mobil.ca
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B:10.875”

Next time you change your oil, switch to Mobil Delvac.
Find your nearest distributor at mobil.ca

S:10.25”

All trademarks used herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of Exxon Mobil Corporation or one of its subsidiaries unless indicated otherwise.

My name is Tom Quinton and not many guys know cold weather driving like I
do. I’ve been driving 34 years in severe weather conditions in Canada, where
temperatures reach -40 degrees C. With the help of Mobil Delvac oils, I’ve never
had any trouble starting my trucks, no matter how cold it has been.

and found someone else to move
their freight?
A sense of urgency: We signed
up an owner/operator who’d been
in business for six months yet his
accountant still had not registered him for a GST/HST number. That’s an expensive mistake.
It didn’t take us long to call Canada Revenue Agency, get a number
started, and have it backdated the
maximum 30 days, but the owner/
operator is still going to lose five
months of GST/HST refunds.
Competence: I had another call
from a new owner/operator several months ago asking all sorts
of questions about GST/HST and
trucking.
We talked a little more and he
finally asked why he might not be
getting the refunds everyone else
was talking about.
It turns out a friend’s friend
told him to calculate GST/HST
on his income from his broker
settlements. Of course, there is
no GST/HST on income between
carriers and owner/operators. After filing some amendments and
going through a CRA desk audit,
everything was fine.
Flexibility and understanding: Another fellow called asking
about our services and said that
his wife does most of the book
work because she doesn’t trust
accountants.
I asked why and he said one
accountant they used never returned any of their receipts. She
refuses to send them to anyone
again. We’ll be doing their books
based on her spreadsheets until
she trusts us.
So how much money did these
folks save using friends and bad
accountants?
Not nearly enough to cover the
costs of lost GST/HST refunds, or
the stress and turmoil of missing
paperwork or unreturned phone
calls. It’s hard enough to make a
profit out there without some buffoon kissing it away.
I bring all of this up because
now is the time when you should
be getting the most value out of
your accountant.
If February is RRSP season and
March and April are income tax
season, September is ideal for doing meaningful tax and financial
planning. You don’t have the pressure of a looming deadline or calendar year-end.
Together, you and your accountant may find tax savings that
more than make up for the cost
of their fees.
The bottom line is our fees and
those of my reputable competitors are not, in real dollars, much
more than some of these bad service providers.
We’ve all built our businesses
one owner/operator at a time, and
no matter how bad you think your
situation is, we’ve all heard (and
handled) worse.
Give any one of us a call. You’ll
be surprised when we answer the
phone or call you back. n
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HERE TO WORK

AS HARD AS YOU DO

You deserve a vocational truck as heavy-duty as your application—and according
to Mike Hitchcock, who owns eight, the Cat® Truck delivers. “There’s nothing like it,”
he says. “It’s just an awesome piece of equipment.” That’s because the Cat Truck combines
rugged Cat durability with the features you told us matter most: A spacious, ergonomic
cab for all-day comfort. Automatic shifting that boosts your productivity and driver retention.
And an easy-to-service modular design to keep your costs down and uptime high.
Learn more—and see how the Cat Truck is hard at work
for Mike and others—at DriveCat.com/testimonials

© 2012 Caterpillar Inc.

All Rights Reserved

CAT, CATERPILLAR, their respective logos, “Caterpillar Yellow” and the “Power Edge” trade dress, as well as
corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar and may not be used without permission.
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Too hot to handle
It sure has been a hot, dry summer – and the weather man promises that it’s going to stay that way
a bit longer. Since you can’t spend
your days chilling at the beach or
a pool, be cool and monitor your
body temperature to avoid heat
stroke (hyperthermia). This serious condition can become fatal if
not recognized quickly and treated
properly.
Hyperthermia simply means:
excessive heat. This condition occurs when your body temperature
reaches 40 C (104 F) or higher.
Recognizing the early stages of
overheating (heat cramps or heat
exhaustion) will help you take the
steps to cool down before your
condition becomes serious.
Some signs of heat cramps or
heat exhaustion include: nausea,
vomiting, fatigue, weakness, head-

Preventive
Maintenance
Karen Bowen

ache, muscle aches, cramps, and
dizziness. However, if your body
temperature continues to rise, you
could find yourself in an emergency situation. In a period of just
hours, untreated heat stroke can
damage your brain, heart, kidneys
and muscles. The severity of these
injuries is directly related to how
long treatment is delayed.
Common signs and symptoms of
heat stroke are: an elevated body
temperature, a lack of sweating,
skin that is red hot or dry and
flushed, difficulty breathing, a
rapid pulse, disorientation, confu-

sion, hallucinations, agitation, and
even seizures leading to a coma. A
common complication of heat
stroke is shock, which is seen by
extremely low blood pressure,
blue-tinged lips and nails and cool,
clammy skin.
Heat stroke can have many contributing factors, but the one constant is an extremely hot environment. Any situation that increases
your body temperature can lead to
heat stroke if not managed properly. Even if you are not doing anything physical, just a prolonged
exposure to hot, humid weather,
without periods of cool-down can
cause non-exertional heat stroke.
Older adults or those with chronic
illness are frequently affected.
Certainly, strenuous activity in a hot environment can also
cause heat stroke. This exertional
heat stroke occurs in people who
are not used to working hard in
higher temperatures. This usually happens during extreme weather changes when your body hasn’t

FEATURING A NEW OWNER OP PAY PKG
WITH $1500 SIGN ON BONUS.
CGY/VAN CONTAINER RUNS &
VANCOUVER/SICAMOUS SWITCHES
RATES: $1.60/mile + $0.02/mile BC PREM +
$0.15/mile TRI-AXLE PREM.
PAID LICENSING, INSURANCE, WCB, TOLLS
& PERMITS
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had a chance to acclimatize itself
to suddenly hotter temperatures.
Certain medications can increase your risk because they affect the way your body responds
to high temperatures. Be cautious
if you are taking medications that
narrow your blood vessels (vasoconstrictors), regulate your blood
pressure by blocking adrenaline
(beta blockers), rid your body of
sodium and water (diuretics), or
reduce psychiatric symptoms (antidepressants or antipsychotics).
Stimulants for attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)
and illegal stimulants such as amphetamines and cocaine also make
you more susceptible.
Unfortunately, some factors are
beyond your control. Still, it is good
to be aware of them to be appropriately cautious. If you are over
60 years old, your central nervous
system has lost some of its efficiency, making it harder to effectively
manage temperature changes and
moisture fluctuations. Your genetic make-up also impacts how efficiently your body adapts to heat.
Chronic health conditions affecting your heart, lungs, kidneys or
weight can also increase your risk.
So, take some steps to avoid heat
stroke when it’s extremely hot and
humid. Reschedule or cancel outdoor activity. If possible, shift your
time outdoors to the coolest times
of the day, either early morning or
after sunset. If not possible, be sure
to stay hydrated. Drink 24 ounces
of water or sports drinks (not alcohol or caffeine drinks) two hours
before heavy work, and consider
adding another eight ounces right
before working. While working,
take a break to drink another eight
ounces every 20 minutes, even if you
don’t feel thirsty.
As well, dress in light-coloured,
lightweight, loose clothing that
allows you to sweat and for your
sweat to evaporate easily. Wear
a hat in the sun. Don’t sit for any
length of time in your hot rig with
the windows up and the air off. If
you just have your fan blowing on
you to feel cooler, the moving air,
alone, won’t keep your core temperature low enough.
If even after taking these precautions, you recognize that you or
someone else may be experiencing
heat stroke, call for medical help.
Then, begin to cool the affected
person down immediately by moving that person out of the heat
and into and area of shade or airconditioning.
Remove excess clothing and apply cool water to the person’s skin.
(A garden hose can be very effective). Fan over the dampened areas
of skin to promote sweating and
evaporation. Place ice packs or
cold wet towels on the head, neck,
armpits and groin. Encourage the
person to drink cool liquids, if able
to. Continue doing this until the
person’s body temperature has
dropped below 102 F (38.8 C).
It’s hard to believe, but these hot
days will soon be over and fall’s
just around the corner.
Enjoy summer while you can;
just remember to keep your cool. n
– Karen Bowen is a professional health and nutrition consultant , and she can be reached at
karen_ bowen @ yahoo.com .
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O/O of the Year boasts a half-century of safety
By James Menzies
FERGUS, Ont. – Fifty years. Four
million miles. No accidents. That stat
line alone was enough to garner Harvey McDonald of Brantford, Ont.
some special attention as a nominee
for the 2012 Owner/Operator of the
Year award.
Digging further, however, it became
clear there was a lot more to this year’s
winner than just an ability to stay out
of trouble on the road. McDonald was
crowned the 2012 O/O of the Year at
the Fergus Truck Show in front of hundreds of spectators. He was presented
with a cheque for $6,000, a diamond
ring, a special commemorative plaque
and several armfuls of additional gifts
from the award’s sponsors, Castrol,
Mack and Goodyear. Supporting
sponsor the Owner-Operators Business Association of Canada (OBAC)
also presented him with a lifetime
membership, and McDonald is clearly a fine addition to the organization’s
ranks. The soft-spoken McDonald began his trucking career a half-century
ago when he started driving for his father, hauling gravel and wood around
Kenora, Ont. Before long, the call of
the open road beckoned and he began looking around for a truck to call
his own. That first truck turned out
to be a 1970 cabover GMC Astro that
had been repossessed from its previous owner. McDonald leapt at the opportunity to go into business for himself and in 1974, he took the plunge.
McDonald remembers the truck as
though it were his first love – and in
a sense, it was.
“It had been repossessed,” he recalled. “The truck had 20,000 miles on
it and it was four years old. The people
I worked for at the time picked it up
and I bought it through them.”
Since then, McDonald has owned
a dozen trucks, each of them driven
only by himself. Some simple math reveals he traded in his tractor about every four years, tops. More impressively,
he has stayed true to a commitment to
never go into debt to fund a new ride.
Trading trucks in early means they retain their value and earn a good down
payment towards the next ride, McDonald explained. It also keeps maintenance costs low. McDonald is a believer in the full extended warranty,
which gives him piece of mind and assures him he’s not likely to be sidelined
long-term for mechanical reasons as
long as he owns the vehicle.
The formula seems to have worked.
“It has always worked well for me. I’ve
always made a good living at it,” McDonald said. McDonald went overthe-road in 1983 and hasn’t looked
back. His current truck is a 2011 Volvo VN780 affectionately dubbed ‘Big
Blue’ and McDonald figures it’ll be his
last. He usually runs a triangular route
for TransX that takes him from Aberfoyle, Ont. to Winnipeg, Man., down
south into the US Midwest and then
back home. Peter McDonald, director of safety and central terminal operations and Shawn Gallant, recruiter, with TransX both made the trip to
Fergus to congratulate the 19th annual
O/O of the Year.
McDonald appreciated the gesture.
“They’re good to work for,” he said.
“You get the miles you need.”
This current stint with TransX is
McDonald’s second with the Winnipeg-based company.
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canine co-pilot: Harvey McDonald often travels with his four-legged
co-pilot Micky the poodle. The dog has travelled with McDonald from Yellowknife
to Laredo and pretty much everywhere in between.
Photo by Adam Ledlow

He worked for them nearly 20 years
ago before switching to Transport
America hauling freight up from the
US for just over 10 years. When the
contract he was serving was lost, he
turned back to TransX and was hired
pretty much immediately.
“I’ve never been on unemployment
insurance,” McDonald said proudly.
“In this racket, there’s always work.
When I went to TransX, I phoned
them and told them I’d been there
before. They flew me into Winnipeg
and the next week I was on the road.”
McDonald has another philosophy
some would question: he never refuses
a load. For that to work, however, you
need to be leased to a carrier that provides steady miles and a decent rate,
he noted. It bothers him to see some –
mostly younger – drivers who are too
selective or don’t want to put in the
miles to be successful.
“Some guys will never make it, no
matter what,” he said with a shake of
the head. “We talked to a guy in Red
Deer who was trying to get on at TransX. But he watched some show at 5
o’clock he didn’t want to miss and he
didn’t want to pull reefers.”
McDonald puts in about 125,000
miles a year. He’ll go wherever TransX
sends him, but he prefers the trips that
allow him to reset his hours at home
in Brantford, Ont. While he’s on the

road, McDonald’s never in a hurry and
he has stayed true to the ‘Knights of
the Road’ code that once widely governed the industry.
McDonald recalled coming across
a herd of cattle in the middle of the
road near Edmonton. A cowgirl was
trying unsuccessfully to round up the
beasts and get them back into the pasture. McDonald parked his truck and
rounded up the cattle and then stayed
behind to help her rebuild the fence.
Another time, he came across a female driver who was having trouble
closing the hood of her long-nose Peterbilt in some gale-force Texas winds.
He pulled up, wrestled with the hood
to get it closed and then secured it with
some extra belts he was carrying.
He always carries a variety of tools
with him so he can help others whenever the opportunity arises. In fact,
he even volunteers to work through
Christmas and other holidays so drivers with younger families can enjoy
the time off. It is his selflessness that
inspired Margaret Oakley, a Brantford neighbour who also happens to
be his new bride, to nominate him for
the award.
Yes, there’s a love story here, too.
Oakley got to know McDonald from
seeing him in the neighbourhood they
both called home. They became close
friends and one day, when he was on

well deserved: Pictured (from left): Brad Houle, Goodyear; Shelly Hubbard,
Castrol Commercial Lubricants; Marg Oakley (Harv’s wife); McDonald; Joanne
Ritchie, OBAC; and Mark Laine, Mack Trucks. 
Photo by James Menzies

the road, McDonald called Oakley
and told her he was in love with her.
“We kind of fell in love at the same
time, but I wouldn’t tell him,” Oakley
admitted. “I said ‘Oh my gosh, he’s a
truck driver. He’s going to be away so
much.’ But I feel he’s safe out there, he
stays in touch with me, we say ‘I love
you’ every night before we go to bed.
And it’s always a nice thing when he
comes home.”
The two got married in mid-June
and spent their honeymoon in McDonald’s truck. Oakley takes McDonalds’ copies of Truck West when he’s
finished reading them and passes them
along to a former driver who lives in
a nearby seniors’ residence and it was
during one of these visits that she noticed the ad for the Owner/Operator
of the Year award. Not long before, she
had followed McDonald on the highway for 1,200 miles from Winnipeg to
Brantford in her personal vehicle and
was awed by his professionalism and
his ability to maintain his position in
the centre of his lane.
She decided to nominate him – but
it wasn’t until McDonald was notified
he was selected as a finalist that she
told him what she had done.
The humble McDonald was floored
when he was chosen as the winner.
“It’s very nice to be picked for that,”
he said. “It means a lot to me because
this will be my last kick at the can.”
McDonald has survived cancer, a
scare that took him off the road for
two months five years ago. He has renewed his focus on his health, usually
eating healthy meals in the truck and
foregoing the truck stop buffets.
McDonald’s usual travelling partner is a poodle named Micky, which
has been from Yellowknife, N.W.T. to
Laredo, Texas with him. Oakley also
travels with her new hubby whenever
possible.
As his career winds down, McDonald is grateful for everything it has afforded him. As for the 50 years without
a single accident, he shrugs that off to
plain ol’ good luck.
“It’s more luck than good management,” he shrugs. “If you’re in the
wrong place at the wrong time, you’ve
had’er no matter what. I think the key
is, don’t follow too close, stay away
from other cars and stay on the inside
lane in the cities if you can, because
you can always get on the shoulder. I
think those are the keys to staying out
of trouble.”
McDonald runs a top speed of 100
km/h, which benefits his fuel mileage
and gives him more time to react to situations that arise ahead of him. He averages between seven and eight miles
per gallon.
When asked if he’d consider buying
one last truck in two years, when he
turns 71, he chuckles and shakes his
head. “You’ve gotta quit sometime.”
With a new marriage to enjoy, the
timing seems right. Oakley gushes
with admiration when she talks about
her new beau.
“He’s sort of like the Lone Ranger and John Wayne,” she said. “He’s
my hero. He’s a real pro. He’s quiet, but he’s a deep thinker. He has
a lot of emotion and a lot of passion. He’ll show you a lot of respect
and I love that. We’re good for each
other, because he’s calm and I’m
up and down like a toilet seat in a
co-ed dorm.” n
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HOW DO YOU SPELL TIRES WITH HIGH VALUE?
H-A-N-K-O-O-K
In the age of unlimited competition,
we can agree that having the right
parts is the first step in providing
quality services. Therefore, many
owner-operators and fleet managers
turn to well-recognized brands that
provide high quality products with
high price tags. In the tire industry,
it is no different. Many companies
purchase tires manufactured by the
top three companies despite high
prices without considering purchasing other brands, simply because of
the perception that the other brands
are manufactured by overseas
companies with low technology to
make them cheap. Certainly, the
perception is justifiable to some
brands, but not to Hankook.
Here is why:
Fact : Hankook Tire is a global

company, not an overseas company.
Maybe you did not know this, but
Hankook Tire is one of the largest
tire manufacturers in the world. In
fact, Hankook Tire is the 7th largest
tire manufacturer in the world with
one of the fastest growth rates in the
industry*. With great success and
satisfied customers all around the
world, the company has grown and
transformed itself over the years.
Hankook Tire now has more than 20
offices globally, multiple state-of-the-art
manufacturing facilities and several
technical centres on every major continent including in the U.S., Germany,
Korea, Japan and China. With a

global network that stretches from
Seoul to Toronto to Moscow, it is true
that Hankook is a global company, not
an off-shore tire company. Hankook
products are premium imports developed to exceed the expectations of
consumers.
* Modern Tire Dealer, 2008
Fact : Hankook Tires are produced with innovative technology.
Grouped with energetic, smart and
consumer-oriented engineers,
Hankook Tire continuously re-invests
approximately 5% of its revenue
into Research and Development. At
the Akron Technical Center of Ohio,

energetic and dedicated engineers
develop tires that reflect the weather,
road and drivers of North America.
The dedication and effort in advancing tires has been noticed from several
highly respected organizations.
First, Hankook Tire is the original
equipment tire supplier to Daimler
Truck North America on drive and
steer positions. The tires meet and
exceed the requirements of the highly
respected company and continue
to satisfy drivers and fleets in North
America. Secondly, Hankook Tire
has been recognized by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
and received EPA SmartWay
certification on three truck and bus
tires for reduced rolling resistance that
creates a smaller carbon footprint.
The recently launched AL07+ steer
tire, top-seller Z35a drive tire and
advanced TL01 trailer tire provide
reduced rolling resistance of 3% or
more to meet SmartWay standards.
The certified Hankook tires provide
improved fuel economy and reduced
costs to drivers and fleet managers.
In addition, Hankook focuses on
improving fuel efficiency and lowering
the rolling resistance of current
and future products with an annual
investment of $19 million on R&D to
make more environmentally-friendly
products that reduce the operating
costs of O-Os and fleets. Certainly,
you will hear about additional
Hankook products being certified
for the SmartWay Program.

Fact : Hankook Tires provide
tremendous value to the consumer.

You now know the Hankook products
are made by a global company that
focuses on providing innovative
products that are high in quality.
And the company’s effort has been
recognized and certified. But did
you know the tires provide excellent
value to consumers? Hankook tires
are very cost effective in comparison
with comparable quality products
and have been well-recognized for
their value. Call your local dealer
today to find out how much you can
save with Hankook products and
how they can deliver better value.
The news you hear about the price,
quality and value of Hankook Tires
will be some of the best news you
will hear in 2012.

Quality

Service

Fact : Hankook medium truck tires
are available at your local dealer.

Value

With thousands of dealers across
Canada, Hankook truck and bus tires
are available at your local dealer to
help you earn more value for your
purchase. From the ports of
Vancouver to the lumber mills in the
Maritimes, the dealers are proud to
sell Hankook products and they are
widely available. In addition, the new
large distribution centre in Ontario
can service Ontario fleets directly and
help you to reduce costs, which will
help your fleet in the current ecomonic
downturn. For further information,
please contact Hankook Tire Canada
Corp., at 1 800 843 7709.

In tough economic times it’s important to choose your business partners wisely. At Hankook,
we understand your need for proven quality; offering our line-up of EPA SmartWay® verified
technology truck tires. Combine that with our proactive service and you now have a formula
for unbeatable value. Hankook, better tires from a better tire company. To find out more about
our “Smart Partnerships” give us a call or send your inquiry to marketing@hankooktire.ca.

AL11

Premium Long Haul Tire for
Long Mileage and Fuel Efficiency

So, how do you spell tires with high
value? H-A-N-K-O-O-K

Hankook Tire Canada Corp. 30 Resolution Drive, Brampton, Ontario, L6W 0A3 CANADA
Tel : 1-905-463-9802, Toll Free in Canada : 1-800-843-7709 Fax : 1-905-463-9792

Hankook Tire.indd 35
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No good deed goes unpunished
DoT should reward – not punish – drivers who
report carriers that refuse to fix mechanical issues
When I was a kid, I was a bit of a dogooder. More than once, my “good
deeds” would backfire and I’d come
home wailing because things hadn’t
worked out the way I planned. My
mother would often quip that “no
good deed goes unpunished,” a humorous, if somewhat ironic observation that life is not always fair, and
people can do good things and still
end up in a lot of trouble.
She was truly prophetic. But we’re
not talking about my mother here,
rather about countless drivers I’ve
heard from over the years who are at
their wits’ end with obstinate carriers,
and find themselves punished for trying to do the right thing.
The conversation usually goes
something like this: “I’ve been after
(carrier name) to fix (component or
system) but they won’t do it. I finally
got fed up one day and pulled into a
scale to see if I could get the DoT (generic term substituted for the actual
agency) to write the truck up, forcing the company to fix it. Well, they
wrote the truck up alright, and I got
a $390 ticket too!”
Drivers, who don’t own the equipment they drive, can find themselves
in a difficult position when trying to
honour their legal and sometimes
moral obligations to keep their trucks
in safe operating condition. Owner/
operators, who may own the truck but
not the trailer, are caught in the same
dilemma.
They have little say in how this
equipment is maintained, yet they are
responsible for inspecting the truck or
trailer every day and essentially certifying that it is in proper mechanical
condition. They sign the inspection
form and away they go.
By the way, a word of praise here
for the ‘new’ trip inspection regs; at
least they provide guidelines so drivers can distinguish between major
and minor defects, and they even permit the operation of the truck with
certain minor deficiencies. Drivers no
longer have to fear noting a defect on
an inspection sheet.
But I digress. When a more serious defect is discovered, the driver
has two choices: have the problem
fixed so they can continue the trip,
or park the truck. If they’re on the
road, a call to report the problem is
often met by “Do you think you can
get the truck back to the shop so we
can fix it here?” After delivering the
load, of course, is taken as a given.
If the driver “refuses” to drive the
faulty equipment, he or she has two
more choices: if they’re on the road,
they can come home on the bus, or if
the truck is still in the yard, they can
clean it out and go home. It’s shameful for a carrier to put a driver in this
situation, but it happens all too often.
Some drivers, trusting souls that they
are, decide to turn to the officials for
help, but there’s little sympathy to be
had at a scale, it seems, or with the
various ministries of labour.
I’ve heard more than a few tales
of drivers presenting themselves at a
scale with defects that have gone unrepaired for too long. The enforcement folks are only too happy to have
a look at the truck, but in the course
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of the inspection, the driver winds up
with a ticket too, despite the fact that
he or she was trying to make the industry a little safer by applying some
pressure to a recalcitrant carrier.
And if the disgruntled carrier fires
the driver for taking the truck to a
scale for an inspection, the driver is
now out of a job and they’re still on
the hook for a $390 ticket.
It’s not likely the driver will get
any satisfaction from a labour board

if they lodge a complaint about their
dismissal under these circumstances.
When such cases go to adjudication,
the authorities take the position that
the driver should not have driven the
truck with the defect – as per National Safety Code Standard 13, Part 1
(13) which says that “no motor carrier
shall permit a person and no person
shall drive a commercial vehicle on a
highway when a major defect is present on the vehicle.”
And if the driver decides to operate
the faulty equipment, but tries to report a threat to their own (and others’)
health and safety to the labour folks?
Forget it. These agencies won’t even
return the phone call unless a termination has occurred or there has been
some violation of the labour regulations. While employment standards
at all levels of government purport to
encourage a fair and safe work environment, the workplace of hundreds
of thousands of truck drivers – the
open road – doesn’t seem to warrant
the same consideration as the office

cubicle or the factory floor.
And it’s oh-so-frustrating that DoT
inspectors – who should be allies with
drivers when it comes to taking slipshod carriers to task – can’t see the
driver’s point of view in these situations. To them, a defect is a defect,
and they’re just doing their job. To be
sure, they can hide behind the letter
of the law, and insist that by driving
the truck to the scale the driver has
violated trip inspection regulations,
but are they making the roads safer
in the grand scheme of things?
So maybe it’s time to re-think the
National Safety Code – Standard
13 and others – and create a process whereby drivers can report a
carrier’s negligence without fear of
reprisal, even if they have to get behind the wheel to drive the evidence
to a scale. n
– Joanne Ritchie is executive director of OBAC. Been punished lately?
E-mail her at jritchie@obac.ca or
call toll free 888-794-9990.
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electronic on-board recorders

Wheels moving on Canada’s EOBR mandate
CCMTA committee chair provides update on impending rule
By Julia Kuzeljevich
KING CITY, Ont. – The federal
government is currently looking
at the development of a Canadian
standard for the use of electronic on-board recorders (EOBRs)
that would also apply in the North
American context.
Many companies have implemented EOBRs on a voluntary
basis, not just for hours-of-service
compliance.
But they are adopting the technology under the following conditions: the lack of a North American standard, the proliferation of
products, the fact that inspectors
are frequently not familiar with the
products, and the fact that there are
driver reservations about using EOBRs in the first place.
Peter Hurst, chair of the Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators’ (CCMTA) steering
committee on EOBRs, presented
an update on the committee’s work
to attendees of the Private Motor
Truck Council’s annual conference
in June.
Hurst, a professional engineer
who has worked for two provincial
governments, is director, carrier
safety and enforcement branch, at
the Ontario Ministry of Transport.
In the US, said Hurst, the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMSCA) was actively devel-

oping a new EOBR rule that was
to be effective this June, and that
would target carriers with a 10%
or higher violation rate. The rule
would have assisted in the enforcement of HoS, while incorporating
new performance standards.
The rule was vacated by US
courts, however, and the FMCSA is working on new legislation
for a universal EOBR mandate,
to apply to all carriers operating
in the US.
“They ran into some issues, many
of which were related to driver harassment,” said Hurst. “We have no
idea yet on the status or rollout.”
In 2010, the CCMTA conducted
a review of issues around the feasibility of EOBRs.
The development of a proposed
NSC standard for EOBRs is underway. The final phase is a review of options for implementing
a new National Safety Code EOBR
standard.
The CCMTA undertook a literature review, developed a discussion
paper, and solicited stakeholder input with key considerations, including factors such as application and
implementation (scope), data requirements and privacy, and whether the standard would be technically flexible or specific, noted Hurst.
Input came from various carrier organizations, like the PMTC,

Canadian Trucking Alliance, Motor Coach Canada, and the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers
Association, manufacturers, the
Truck Manufacturers’ Association, the Canadian Construction
Association, and the Ontario Provincial Police.
“Four things stood out. There
was a divergence of opinion on how
it should be applied – should it be
a targeted mandate? A universal
mandate? Technically flexible and
performance based?” said Hurst.
It also emerged that EOBRs
should be used for HoS enforcement only, and no other info should
be considered.
The use of EOBRs is the future,
he said.
“They are mandated in Europe,
and under consideration in the US.
It’s my view, and not necessarily the
view of other regulators, that if we
had an environment where everyone was using them there’d be no
need for our inspectors to ask for
HoS at roadside inspections – it
would save everyone a lot of time,”
said Hurst. “We know driver fatigue is a significant causal factor in
many collisions. The stats we have
seen would suggest driver fatigue
is an issue, paper logbooks are antiquated, it’s easy to cheat with a
paper-based system, and it’s not uncommon to have two logbooks and
to present the one that’s needed.”
Because of the inconsistencies in
enforcement and standards, there
is a ratified national protocol for
inspectors who encounter EOBRs.
In some cases, it involves a request
for a faxed report.
The development of an EOBR
standard is currently underway in
Canada. In the winter of 2011 the
development of a draft EOBR standard was initiated, assessing the US
rules against provincial laws, regulations and other limitations.
“It has to be flexible enough to
be used in the US,” said Hurst.
Quebec, Ontario and Transport
Canada have also been working on
an EOBR pilot.
“There’s a consultant looking
at this. Now we’re drafting a standard,” he said.
The core principle will be to stick
to the HoS rule, focus on what is required, and not what it’s capable of,
and make sure the standard is applicable to all trucks, markets and
jurisdictions.
“Some drivers feel they are being
monitored too closely, and we feel

some of the harassment charges are
coming from this,” he said.
The work outline set by the project team which met in late spring
identifies the key elements of the
standard.
The first layer would be system
requirements and performance:
driver ID, date, time, location, distance travelled, odometer, jurisdiction (because of different rules
in jurisdictions “North of 60,” the
standard would not be designed
around this), duty status, driving cycle, off-duty time deferral,
availability, submission, information recording, review, display and
reporting.
“It needs to be as flexible as possible otherwise we might as well go
back to paper. Our officers will not
go into a cab, so how are they going to see a display? We had a huge
debate about this. We just said let’s
stick with a graph grid – everybody
is familiar with that,” said Hurst.
With the first round of consultations complete, the committee has
reviewed stakeholder input, and
will prepare its next draft towards
mid-summer, with a penultimate
draft standard ready for the Deputy Council of Ministers in the fall
of 2012.
“It’s penultimate for two reasons:
I don’t want us to get too far ahead
of the United States. My experience is that every time we harmonize with the US it causes us nothing but grief. We end up adopting
the US standards. But if we build a
standard that is out of step with the
US it’s going to lead to more problems at the border, so we want to
wait and see what’s going to happen
in the US and make sure we’re at
least consistent. We really do also
need to do a final policy review.
There’s a variety of systems out
there and vastly different costs associated with them,” said Hurst.
He said that no matter how the
standard is rolled out “there’s going
to be opportunity for tampering as
well. If you were to ask my opinion,
in this day and age and fiscal environment, I don’t see all 14 ministers
agreeing to implement, all at once,
mandatory EOBRs. They might be
willing to introduce them on the basis of poor carrier performance and
for carriers with safety issues. But
I’ve been wrong before,” said Hurst.
The next steps are to finish the
standard, and examine some implementation options.
“We haven’t decided whether it
will be done internally or by a consultant. The whole intent of this is to
get everyone doing the same thing
at the same time, not an easy feat.
There will be pressure, when we’re
done, for at least one province to
move forward,” said Hurst. n

NATG launches campaign to stop EOBR law
SURREY, B.C. – The North American Truckers Guild (NATG) has
launched a postcard campaign against EOBRs.
“We have just begun to distribute the paper postcards and no surprise
to us, drivers are eager to fill them out as soon as they realize what
the postcards are about, since this has been their only opportunity
to show their lack of support for mandatory on-board surveillance,”
said Larry Hall, president of the NATG. “Very few drivers walk away
without filling one out.”
The electronic postcard has been posted on its Web site
(www.thetruckersguild.com).Hall said the early response has been strong.
“If that is any indication of things to come, we will be putting up a good fight
for our members and industry colleagues.” n
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road test

Detroit transmission dazzles in debut
By James Menzies
NAPA VALLEY, Calif. – Daimler
Trucks North America has taken the
wraps off its highly anticipated automated manual transmission, showcasing it to trade press editors during a recent test drive. The Detroit DT12 – a
12-speed, two-pedal automated transmission – has been brought to North
America to round out Daimler’s integrated powertrain, complementing
its existing Detroit engines and axles.
“The DT12 transmission complements the Detroit engines and axles
with features that positively impact efficiency and performance,” said Brad
Williamson, manager, engine and
component marketing for Daimler
Trucks North America. “The Detroit
brand has long been synonymous with
power and economy, and the DT12
continues our legacy of benefitting
our customers’ bottom lines.”
Among its attributes is a lightweight
design, thanks to an aluminum housing and single countershaft. Daimler
officials said the DT12 weighs about
100 lbs less than the Eaton UltraShift
Plus. While the DT12 will provide an
appealing alternative to the UltraShift Plus, most inquiring fleet management minds will want to know
how it stacks up against Volvo’s slick
I-Shift, which is the benchmark automated transmission against which all
others will be measured. Volvo has
enjoyed tremendous success since
bringing its own integrated automated transmission to North America in
2007, and Daimler now seems poised
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to steal some of its thunder with the
introduction of its own Detroit DT12.
Since comparisons to the I-Shift are
inevitable, I won’t shy away from them.
Initial observations, after spending close to an hour driving the DT12
in a Freightliner Cascadia Evolution
on a variety of road types at various
speeds, are that the DT12 seems to do
everything the I-Shift does – and very
well. A few examples? The I-Shift offers Eco-Roll, which safely disengages
the transmission on downhill grades
and allows the truck to coast at idle
to save fuel. The DT12 has eCoast,
which does precisely the same. The IShift has Hill Start Aid, which holds
the vehicle’s position on a steep grade,
giving the driver ample time to apply
the throttle without rolling backwards.
The DT12 has, well, Hill Start Aid,
which, you guessed it, does likewise.
Another useful feature you’ll find
in both products is what Detroit dubs
Creep Mode. Say good-bye to the
clumsy backing maneuvers that were a
common complaint with earlier generation automated transmissions. Creep
Mode provides smooth, effortless lowspeed driving – in reverse or forward
gears – which is handy when positioning trailers, navigating a tight yard or
crawling along in bumper-to-bumper
traffic. The feature can even be used
to rock the truck – potentially freeing it
from mud or snow – by quickly switching from forward to reverse gears using only the shift lever.
Unique to Daimler is the placement
of the DT12’s shifter, mounted to the

side of the steering wheel in the form
of a cleverly designed control stalk,
which also provides cruise and engine brake controls. Volvo mounts its
shifter on the side of the driver’s seat,
while Mack, Allison and Eaton prefer
a push-button console mounted to the
dash. What’s better depends entirely
on the operator’s preference, but the
location of the DT12 shifter on the side
of the steering wheel is intuitive and
easy to operate without distraction.
Drivers can override the DT12’s
gear selection (when it’s safe to do so)
and can alternate between Eco and
Power modes. Power mode provides
a little extra jump, great for starting
from a stop with a heavy load. When
the extra torque is no longer required,
the transmission automatically reverts
back to Eco mode, which provides the
most efficient performance.
Another treat for drivers is a Kick
Down feature, which provides a burst
of acceleration when, as the name applies, the throttle is mashed – or kicked
down. This is useful when passing or
trying to put some space between
yourself and another vehicle.
The DT12, like the best automated manual transmissions, loves to skip
shift. It almost seemed to be showing
off a little as it disregarded first, third,
fifth, seventh and ninth on my way up
to 12th gear when pulling away from a
red light. Skilled drivers could do this
just as well…maybe.
But the reality is, most newer drivers – especially the younger ones –
aren’t as proficient at jamming gears

as the older guard. And that’s an understatement. The DT12 promises to
narrow the gap between the most and
least skilled drivers in any fleet, which
could significantly improve fleet-wide
fuel economy.
“It closes the gap in fuel economy,” Williamson explained. “This
will squish that standard bell curve in
a typical fleet so that you’ll get better
average fuel economy over all trucks
in the fleet. The good drivers will stay
really good and the others will come
up to their levels.”
Drivers will appreciate the variable
speed cruise control function, which
allows the engine brake to regulate
speed without compromising fuel efficiency. When set to low mode, the engine brake will keep the truck’s speed
close to the set cruise speed; ie. It may
keep the truck from exceeding the set
cruise speed by more than 3 mph.
At the medium setting, the engine
brake will allow the truck to exceed
the set cruise speed by a little more, say
6 mph. This provides better fuel economy in rolling hills as it better utilizes
the truck’s momentum. The high setting is ideal for flat terrain and works
like your typical engine brake, giving
the driver more control over speed
management. Daimler folks have only
good things to say about their rival’s
I-Shift, and I believe they’d be heartened to hear there initially seems to
be very little to separate the two products from a pure performance standpoint. But don’t think for a second
that Daimler reverse-engineered the
I-Shift with the goal of being “just as
good.”
This transmission – or a version
thereof – has been hugely successful
in Europe for years, where it was marketed as the Mercedes PowerShift.
It has been North Americanized,
which is a more ambitious undertaking than you may think, and brought to
market very deliberately and thoughtfully. I suspect the decision makers
within the Daimler organization knew
they’d lose face by bringing forward an
AMT that fell short of the high standard that has already been set. That’s
not their style.
Of course, only initial observations
can be gleaned from an hour-long
drive on fairly flat terrain. The real
test will come when thousands of these
transmissions are deployed in all types
of applications right across this continent. It will take years to determine
which product best stands up to the
rigors of real-world trucking. Daimler
seems confident enough that it’s up to
the task, backing the DT12 with a fiveyear/750,000-mile warranty (the clutch
is backed by a two-year/200,000-mile
warranty). A potential ace up Daimler’s sleeve is its ability to support the
transmission through its Virtual Technician program.
Virtual Technician, already available with Detroit engines, sends fault
codes generated by the engine or transmission to Detroit’s Customer Center.
From there, the code is interpreted by
a trained professional and the driver
is then advised on the proper course
of action. This is significant because
in many cases, a warning light on the
dash may not be indicative of an impending catastrophe, and downtime
can be reduced by keeping the truck
on the road until its next scheduled service interval.
That type of real-time support is
going to provide customers peace of
mind as they familiarize themselves
with the DT12. n
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Beyond borders
Desperate for drivers, Alberta carriers
are expanding their searches overseas
Continued from page 1

of overseas recruiting.
Immigration lawyer Evelyn Ackah pointed out that a lot of companies aren’t even aware that they
can identify 100 people or more for
possible recruitment and “basically
get a large Labour Market Opinion to bring people in to meet the
needs that your business has, if you
can forecast the next six months to
a year.”
The point, she said, is that you
don’t need to do everything on an
individual basis. “If you have an
HR plan,” she said, “you can start
identifying who you need and go get
them and know that you can plug
them in when the time comes.”
One potential monkeywrench
toward overseas recruitment is the
fact that immigration law is changing constantly.
“Every day there’s something
new,” Ackah said, noting recent announcements about the Accelerated
Labour Market Opinion process – a
way to shorten the process to perhaps two weeks “if you meet the criteria,” she said, which is “a lot better than 10 to 12 weeks to get the
people in that you want.”
Her advice was to check the Web
sites of Citizen and Immigration
Canada and Service Canada regularly for updates.
Companies wishing to drink from
the foreign cup with a minimum of
hassle also have to be in compliance,
she said, which could give a company pause because “your records
will be open to (the government), so
if you aren’t 100% sure that everything’s kosher in your record keeping as it relates to foreign workers, you may want to think about
that because there are some risks
if you’re seen to be offside.”
Ensuring all your i’s are dotted
and t’s are crossed is essential if
you want to steer clear of bureaucratic icebergs, Ackah said, because
Immigration Canada and Service
Canada are doing more audits these
days. “They’re calling employers,”
she said, “they’re coming in and taking a look at your records. So be
careful, make sure you’re ready for
that call and, if you need help, find a
provider that can assist you if you’re
in trouble.”
If you don’t comply, Ackah
warned, you might end up on a ‘bad
employers list’ and be cut out of the
immigration processes for up to
two years.
As for the provincial government’s role, Joyce Conroy, manager
of operations with the Alberta Immigrant Nominee Program, pointed
out that under agreement with the
feds, “the provinces make the selection decisions on the workers and
their families that they want to put
forward for permanent residency.”
And while navigating the provincial waters is a necessary step, Conroy said the thing to keep in mind is
that “Citizenship and Immigration
Canada makes the final selection
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decision, so they have the responsibility to screen for health, safety,
criminality, security, and the like.”
This may make it seem as if you’re
dealing with layer upon layer of bureaucracy, and that may not be far
from the truth, but don’t expect it to
change, because Ottawa appears to
be sticking its fingers more deeply
into the issue all the time.
“Recently, Citizenship and Immigration has become much more
engaged in the type of person the
provinces nominate,” Conroy said,
“and they’re requiring us to have
much more rigorous screening and
reporting to them.”
Issues on which Ottawa is having the provinces keep a watchful

a lot of them don’t come out of high
school saying they want to be truck
drivers – it’s not the most attractive
job for some people.”
Shand warns that it’s a big commitment, however, and not something to be entered into casually.
“We have recruiters from all of
our terminals in western Canada,”
she said, noting that their full-time
job is to process driver applications
– both domestic and international.
And there are huge differences between the two types of recruiting.
“While it may take only a 24-hour
turnaround to process a domestic
application,” she said, “it can be
months to manoeuvre the (foreign)
applications to get the people where
you want them.”
And that’s only the beginning.
“Once they get here, there’s a big
component to helping them settle in,
and get used to our culture and everything,” Shand said, “so we have
invested the time and the money
and the people to making sure the
program’s a success.”
Westcan’s recruitment manager,
Chelsea Jukes, cited immigration

‘While it may take only a 24-hour turnaround
to process a domestic application, it can be
months to manoeuvre the (foreign) applications to get the people where you want them.’
April Shand, Westcan Bulk Transportation
eye now include income threshold
and minimum language capabilities.
And retention.
“We don’t have a clear expectation,” Conroy said of the latter matter, “but the feds want us to do surveys to ensure the workers stay with
their employers for three years after becoming permanent residents.”
Conroy said there may be better ways of gauging retention than
how the feds want it to be done, but
right now that’s the side on which
the bread is buttered.
“Some provinces take the view
that maybe a better metric of retention (than staying at the same employer) is that they’re still working
in the province,” she said.
Conroy also noted that the top
source countries for immigrants
right now are the United Kingdom,
India, Netherlands and Germany.
Romania is also a good source, according to some other participants
in the AMTA session.
As for speaking the language,
Conroy said the province is now
matching the minimum language
proficiency criteria announced recently by federal Immigration Minister Jason Kenney. Perhaps, if nothing else, that will help minimize
communication difficulties between
“old” and “new” Canadians.
The front lines
April Shand, vice-president of human resources for Edmonton’s
Westcan Bulk Transportation, said
her company has embraced the
temporary foreign worker program
since 2003 and has recruited from
around the world since then. It’s to
the point now where foreign recruiting is a key component in the company’s driver attraction strategy.
“With an aging workforce in Canada, there’s less and less people who
want to be drivers,” she noted, “and

as a way to help sustain the industry “because the writing is on the
wall and we need industry to rally around to help us find a longterm viable solution for trucking
in Canada.”
Shauna Kit, of the family-owned
WK Trucking from near Mundare,
Alta., said her company’s decision
to pursue foreign outreach began
after she noticed a happy bunch of
foreign drivers delivering fuel to her
family’s gas station.
“So I went to a family meeting
one day and said I thought we needed to try a foreign worker program,”
she said. “I wasn’t sure how to do
that, but I was going to learn. So I
did, from the ground up, learning
to navigate the system.”
WK’s program has not only succeeded, it has led to a great, family
atmosphere among both traditional
and new Canadians.
“I attended my first citizenship
ceremony in 2010, and it was beautiful to see this family become Canadians,” Kit said proudly, noting that
WK is now taking things a step further, by “growing their own” leaseoperators.
“These fellows come here with a
dream, with long histories of professional driving in their countries,
and with a little loan from the company, they can purchase their own
trucks. And now we have our own
lease-operators who were temporary foreign workers.”
Of course, it helps if you’re careful in your decision-making. “If you
are going to spend a lot of money
using professional recruiters, there
isn’t a lot of room for error,” Kit
said noting, however, that the foreign recruiting process can become
more routine over time. “Our foreign workers are our own recruiters, along with ads in newspapers
in other languages. That’s how we

do our recruiting.”
Kit said she puts her English ad
into the major newspaper at their
target location – large and with bold
print, including her Skype name and
e-mail address – inviting professional drivers who may have considered
coming to work in Canada to contact her for more information. They
also have a special section on their
Web site. “It’s very important to
have a foreign worker area where
we outline the process, what we’ll do
and won’t do, talk about how much
money they’ll earn, the Canadian
tax system,” she said.
The bottom line for bringing in
workers from overseas is that they
have to fit your individual bill. And
they have to be the right people.
“Going through the nomination
process and getting permanent residency is a privilege,” Shand pointed
out, “so as an employer, you don’t
have to nominate them or support
them through the residency procedure if they’re not worthy of staying here.”
In many ways, it’s similar to hiring
any new employee. “It’s like if you
have a domestic employee you’re
working with but realize that things
aren’t going to work out,” Shand
said. “You have that control as an
employer to ensure that you’re nominating only the best people that
are worthy of staying in Canada
and helping us with our future. It is
your choice.”
Right now, the government appears hung up on only allowing
long-haul drivers to come over under the existing rules, but that, apparently, is still a step in the right
direction from days past. “It used
to be you couldn’t even bring in a
trucker,” Ackah said. “They didn’t
consider that an actually necessary
occupation.”
A silver lining for Albertans appears to be that Wild Rose country is generally at the leading edge
of immigration policy, so that may
give Albertans a leg up – or at least
a track record that can be emulated.
“Alberta is a wonderful place to
be in Canada, because everything
that is happening across Canada
originates here,” Ackah said, noting that most successful immigration programs originating in the
province occurred when different
industry groups got together and
pressured the federal and provincial
governments. “Whether it’s the construction industry, the trades, they
have made the changes that have
been taking place in immigration
because they all got together and
rallied and lobbied,” she said.
And since policy changes are
driven by input from the industry involved, “if you want changes when it
comes to short-haul, you need to advocate as an industry,” Ackah said.
“You need to start working on pushing Minister Kenney, and if he hears
there is a need for short-haul, that
will change.”
Ackah noted that Kenney has full
discretion in how immigration laws
are written to create programs without having to go through the House
of Commons. “He can change them
at a whim if he feels there’s a need
and there’s a loss of income for you
guys,” she said. n
– In part two next month, we’ll look
at ways to help ensure your new employees stick around.
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Armour lauded for community work, wellness
MONCTON, N.B. – Armour Transportation Systems’ (ATS) president
and CEO Wes Armour has won the Builder of Youth Lifetime Achievement Award from the Boys and Girls Club of Moncton. The award is the
highest honour the Boys and Girls Club can bestow on anyone in the Greater
Moncton community.
Over the past decade, ATS has contributed hundreds of thousands of
dollars to youth-related activities and charities, including the Juvenile
Diabetes Research Foundation, community hospitals and universities, and
Boys and Girls Clubs.
Armour has also contributed his time through mentorship and financial support on behalf of young entrepreneurs across New Brunswick. The
company offers an annual scholarship program to the children of ATS
employees who have started their first year of post-secondary studies.
“I accept the Builder of Youth Lifetime Achievement Award with pride
because I believe in the purpose of the Boys and Girls Club of Canada,
which is to give every child a chance for a better future,” Armour said
during his acceptance speech.
The award was the second for Armour Transport this year. The company
also received the Wellness at Heart Award from the N.B. Heart and Stroke
Foundation at the Power to Change Workplace Wellness Conference. The
award recognizes how the company has made wellness an integral part of
its organization through initiatives related to physical activity, tobacco-free
living, healthy eating and psychological wellness. n

tractor-trailer combination: Winners in the always popular Tractor
Trailer Combination category this year were Pinnacle Transport (top) and Fardiers
Quebec (below). The PMTC vehicle graphics competition is open to private or
for-hire fleets operating in Canada.

M-O teams up with US Xpress

PMTC presents graphics awards

BRAMPTON, Ont. – US Xpress and Maritime-Ontario Freight Lines are
partnering to launch a cross-border North American shipping solution, the
companies announced. Through the partnership, each company will leverage its national network to move freight across the border and throughout
each country, creating a seamless North American network, covering the
US, Canada and Mexico, according to the companies.
Under terms of the agreement, M-O will carry the freight across the
Canada-US border and US Xpress will be responsible for Mexico-US
border crossings. The border crossings served by M-O through the partnership are: Buffalo-Niagara and Detroit-Windsor.
“While many companies on both sides of the border claim to have an
international presence, the extent of their reach is limited,” said MaritimeOntario chief operating officer, Bill Henderson. “We believe this is a true
game-changer for North American freight hauling.” n

KING CITY, Ont. – The “most
colourful awards in the trucking industry” – the Private Motor Truck Council of Canada’s
(PMTC) Vehicle Graphics Design competition – announced the
winners of its 27th installment at
a lunchtime ceremony during its
annual general meeting and conference in King City. The awards,
co-sponsored by 3M Canada, were
presented in seven categories.
Awards by category were presented to the following fleets:

Pinnacle Transport and Fardiers
Quebec, Tractor-Trailer Combination; Weston Bakeries and Neal
Brothers Foods, Straight Truck;
Ariad and Cascade Groupe Tissu Candiac, Special Events /
Promotion; Molson-Coors and
Loblaw, Night-Time Safety; Hofstetter Landscaping and Reefer
Sales, Light-Duty Commercial
Truck; Mr. Rooter and Giant
Tiger, Identity Fleet Graphics; and
Canadian Tire and Bison Diversified,
Human Interest. n

opinion

Congrats to our O/O of the Year
The 2012 Owner/Operator of the
Year is Harvey McDonald. I had
the pleasure of presenting Harvey
the award along with our sponsors,
Goodyear, Castrol and Mack during the latest edition of the Fergus Truck Show. Harvey won the
award with some pretty impressive
stats. He’s been behind the wheel
for over 50 years and logged over
four million accident-free miles. In
addition, he’s a volunteer, goes out
of his way to help total strangers,
and is one of the most kind-hearted
individuals I’ve ever had the pleasure of meeting.
We really appreciate the opportunity to present our award at
the show, and I’d like to thank the
organizers for giving us the time
during the Friday night truck pulls
to take centre field.
As for the show itself, it was down
in terms of vendors and attendance.
Although the cost of admission
was lowered this year, it still wasn’t
cheap. People paid $10 to park their
car in the adjoining farmer’s field
and $28 to walk through the gate.
For a family of four that’s $122 for
the day – a lot of money by anyone’s
standard.
The show’n’shine was also down
in numbers but as one passerby
mentioned, it’s still the largest in
the area and attracts some very,
very cool rigs.
The show organizers are all volunteers. As such, my hat goes off
to them. Putting together a show of
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Publisher’s
Comment
Rob Wilkins

this size is not an easy task. Instead
of picking holes in their efforts, I’d
like to relay some of the suggestions
I heard over that weekend on how
to bring it back to its glory years.
First and foremost, stop charging an arm and a leg for entry. How
about giving an A/Z or D/Z holder
a family admission discount? That
way, they’d attract the people the
show is meant for.
Next, establish booth space discounts for trucking-related vendors. Sure, allow the food vendors
to set up, but they pay full price.
The meat and potatoes of any truck
show should be the trucking-related
vendors. Dealers, suppliers, service
providers – all would benefit from a
more affordable entry fee and they’d
come back.
Bring back the show’n’shine participants by lowering the cost. Maybe they could take a page from the
Clifford show?
They all have one thing in common. It’s not rocket science guys and
gals. Let’s get back to reality before
it’s too late. n
– Rob Wilkins is the publisher of
Truck West and can be reached at
416-510-5123.
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GHG regulations will lead to fuel savings, feds say
By Julia Kuzeljevich
KING CITY, Ont. – The federal government in Canada has put a new set
of regulations on the table aiming to
reduce total greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from heavy trucks by 17%
by the year 2020, setting 2005 levels
as the baseline.
Stephane Couroux, acting chief,
greenhouse gas regulatory development and marine analysis section, Environment Canada, presented details
about the proposed regulations at the
Private Motor Truck Council’s annual
conference this June.
The proposed GHG emission standards apply to new on-road heavyduty vehicles and engines of 2014 and
later model years, noted Couroux,
and the regulations apply to anyone
engaged in the business of manufacturing or importing new on-road
heavy-duty vehicles or engines in
Canada for the purpose of sale.
Owners or operators of heavy-duty vehicles and engines won’t have to
comply with the regulations – the burden of compliance falls on the manufacturers and importers.
In May 2010, the governments
of Canada and the US jointly announced their intent to develop GHG
emission standards.
In October 2010 and August 2011,
Canada then released two consultation documents describing the key
elements of the future Canadian
regulations.
Environment Canada and Transport Canada also hosted three stakeholder consultation meetings. On
April 14 2012, Canada published the

proposed regulations in the Canada
Gazette, Part 1, initiating a formal 60day comment period which ended on
June 13, said Couroux.
On Aug. 9, 2011, the US had released a joint rulemaking, by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), prescribing fuel consumption and GHG emissions standards for on-road heavyduty vehicles and engines for model
years 2014 and later.
Canada’s proposed regulations
align with the GHG emission standards of the US EPA, noted Couroux.
In terms of lifetime GHG emission
reductions on 2014-2018 model year
vehicles, the proposed regulations
total a reduction of 19 megatonnes.
Compared to “business as usual,” in
2020, these reductions would amount
to taking three megatonnes of GHG,
or some 650,000 personal vehicles off
the roads.
A potential lifetime net benefit of
$4.2 billion could be reached mostly
through fuel savings.
“Increased vehicle purchase prices
are expected to be recouped by fuel
savings in less than one year in most
cases,” said Couroux. Manufacturers of new heavy-duty vehicles will
be able to build GHG- compliant vehicles by incorporating cost-effective
and currently available “off-the-shelf”
technologies.
The emission standards would also
take into account the significant differences between three broad categories of heavy-duty vehicles and
recognize the utility and work of the

vehicles, said Couroux.
The categories include Classes 2b
and 3 pick-up trucks and vans, Classes 7 and 8 combination tractors (ie.,
semi-trucks), and Classes 2b through
8 vocational vehicles.
The proposed regulations also include separate engine and vehicle
emission standards for combination
tractors and vocational vehicles.
“We’ve now received views from
all interested parties and are compiling these for the final regulations. The intent is to align the regulations with those of the US, which
were released in August 2011 and apply to 2014 model years and later,”
Couroux said.
Regulations will apply to vehicles
from full-size pick-ups above 8,500
lbs, all the way to combination tractors, and vocational vehicles. Trailers will not be subject to the regulations, nor will off-road vehicles,
construction vehicles, or agricultural
equipment.
“The regulations are designed
to recognize the function and ability of the vehicles to deliver the
standards they need to deliver. A
CO 2 average standard would be
proposed, measured in grams per
tonne/mile and established based
on the vehicle’s work factor. As the
payload capacity and towing capacity increases, the work factor
would too. Every year the vehicles
will have to meet more stringent
factors approaching the 2018 target year,” said Couroux.
“The highest reduction rate in
emissions is 23% with high roof long-

haul tractors. Natural gas vehicles are
doing well on carbon dioxide but not
on methane standards,” he added.
Manufacturers would be required
to demonstrate compliance using prescribed emissions testing procedures
or simulation modelling procedures,
aligned with the US EPA’s.
Tractors and vocational vehicles
can be tested using a US computer
simulation model (GEM).
“The intent of the GEM model is
to avoid costly testing – the model can
be freely downloaded from the EPA
Web site,” said Couroux.
The C02 emissions credit system
would allow companies to manufacture or import vehicles and engines
with emission levels worse or better
than the standard, provided their average emission level does not exceed
the standard.
It would allow companies to generate, bank and trade emissions credits,
which would be valid for five years,
while deficits must be offset within
three years.
Credits and deficits are monitored
through annual reporting.
The next steps include a review
of the written comments submitted
during the formal 60-day consultation period which ended in June. The
government will adjust provisions of
proposed regulations as needed, and
final regulations are targeted for publication in the Canada Gazette, Part
II later in 2012.
“The intent is to finish the regulations for this calendar year and to
have them in place for the next calendar year,” said Couroux. n

Private fleets hear about benefits of natural gas engines
By Julia Kuzeljevich
KING CITY, Ont. – Natural Gas
has come of age as a transportation fuel, offering compelling savings and a competitive advantage,
said Allen MacKinnon, a regional
field service engineer, with Westport HD.
MacKinnon presented at the
Private Motor Truck Council’s annual conference this June in King
City, Ont. According to MacKinnon, Westport HD-powered trucks
are hauling up to 140,000 lbs with
the same efficiency and reliability
of diesel engines, and can be available within eight weeks for delivery
in the yard.
Westport has become a global
leader in medium- and heavy-duty
commercial vehicle engines operating on alternative fuels, said MacKinnon, and is heavily focused on the
transformation of markets for petroleum-fueled engines to alternate
fuels.
The Vancouver-based company
has invested $250 million and 20
years of development in alternative
fuels. Westport is aiming for market penetration via OEM partnerships and joint ventures, MacKinnon said. The company currently
has 400 patents, 130 specific inventions and 30,000 engines.
“In trucking, natural gas has a
life-cycle operating cost that is much
lower than diesel, with the same
horsepower, torque and fuel economy as the base diesel engine,” said
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MacKinnon. “With downward presThe ISX12 G, Cummins’ next prodsure on natural gas prices, the foreuct, is set for commercial launch in
cast is for consistently low prices. A
the first quarter of 2013. It’s currentprice differential of $1.50 (per gally undergoing field testing.
lon) between natural gas and diesel
Westport’s heavy-duty high-presis not unheard of.”
sure direct injection (HPDI) technology, based on Cummins’ 2009
Westport is currently engaged in
ISX engine, sees diesel fuel injected
producing and selling technologies
just prior to the natural gas. A “liqfor all types of applications.
Its heavy-duty 15-litre engine, for
uid spark plug” provides compresexample, is based on the Cummins
sion ignition. Natural gas is injected at high pressure at the end of a
ISX.
“We outcompression
fit it with all
stroke, with
no pre-mixed
our natural
air/fuel, and
gas compowith just 5%
nents in Delta, B.C.,” said
diesel usage.
The engine
MacKinnon.
The ISL G
performance
engine, meanof fer s the
Allen MacKinnon, Westport HD
while, runs
same power
a three-way
and torque
catalyst afterand the same
treatment system, with no selective
efficiency as a diesel engine, said
catalytic reduction (SCR) and no
MacKinnon.
diesel particulate filter (DPF), said
Westport HD’s LNG tank technology essentially “works like a
MacKinnon.
It has over 80% parts commonThermos,” he said.
ality with ISL 9, and is compatible
The gas is stored as a cryogenic
with CNG, LNG, or biomethane.
liquid, and the tank, with its interThe cost of maintenance relatnal hydraulic pump, pumps the liqed to ignition and overhead valve
uid natural gas into the engine to
adjustments does add incremental
run it. Each stroke turns it into commaintenance cost to the ISL G verpressed natural gas.
At one or two fuel tanks per
sus the ISL 9, but MacKinnon said
vehicle, the additional truck cost
this cost is typically more than offset by fuel savings with natural gas.
ranges from $75,000-$100,000, said
And natural gas engines are up to
MacKinnon.
10 decibels quieter at idle, he added.
“You have to go through more

‘With downward pressure
on natural gas prices, the
forecast is for consistently
low prices,’

volume of the less energy-dense liquid natural gas. A 120-gallon tank
has a 300-mile range of 54 gallon
diesel gallon equivalent units (at
5.5 mpg US),” he said.
In terms of volatility, MacKinnon said that the LNG tanks are in
themselves extremely safe and resistant to damage.
“They are drop-tested from 30
feet and cannot have leaks,” he said.
Several fleets have made the transformation to operating natural gas
trucks, said MacKinnon.
“Vedder Transport is running 50
Peterbilt LNG tractors in milk haul
and regional tank operations, and in
waste hauling,” he said.
Robert Transport has a 180 Peterbilt order running the Westport
HD 15L engine – it also has over
60 trucks currently running with
LNG fuel supplied by Gaz Metro,
said MacKinnon.
Alberta-based Ferus Wellsite
Cryogenics Solutions is also transitioning its 80-tractor fleet to LNG,
and the company expects more than
7,600 tonnes/year reduction in emissions, said MacKinnon. Westport’s
target customers are still the more
regional or local fleets, as infrastructure for delivering natural gas
is still in its infancy.
“Westport is now investing tens
of millions of dollars in support infrastructure. Shell has committed
to building 200 of these fueling stations at their truck stops over the
next few years,” said MacKinnon. n
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Insurance companies may soon
be asking for access to
your telematics
data.

By James Menzies
Insurance brokers and providers
may soon be asking fleets for access to their telematics data, in
an effort to provide more accurate insurance pricing and to help
fleets better utilize that data.
It’s a bold new approach that’s
already happening in other parts
of the world, including Europe
and Australia. Here in Canada,
Industrial Alliance made waves
earlier this year, when it launched
a program in Quebec that allowed
young drivers to install data recorders in their car and then pay
premiums based on their specific
driving habits.
Truck West has learned that the
concept – sometimes referred to
as Pay How You Drive or Pay As
You Drive – will soon be rolled
out to the Canadian trucking industry. Insurers realize telemat-

ics provides the basis for a more
accurate means of underwriting
risk. Today, brokers and insurers
collect the same old data (such as
CVOR and CSA scores as well as
a five-year claims history) to determine premiums. But insurers
have come to realize that basing
premiums on past claims isn’t the
best way to do things. For starters, it doesn’t address those fleets
that employ risky drivers but have
avoided accidents through sheer
luck.
Using telematics, insurance
providers will be able to identify
risky driving behaviour that will
most likely result in accident over
time and can push a fleet to intervene with offending drivers and
address unsafe behaviour before
that accident occurs. Insurers who
tap into their customers’ telematics data will be looking for infor-

mation on speed, hard braking,
abrupt lane changes and rapid
acceleration, among other risky
behaviours.
“From an underwriting standpoint, it flips the underwriting
model on its head,” Scott Cober,
vice-president, national leader
with Marsh Canada’s trucking
practice told Truck West in an
interview. “It becomes more of a
predictive underwriting model.”
At the very least, using telematics to determine insurance pricing
will allow insurers to charge premiums that better reflect a fleet’s
likelihood of being involved in a
crash. But ideally, insurance providers will use that valuable information to alert a fleet to worrisome trends and encourage
interventions before such accidents even occur.
“Fleet insurance underwrit-

ers currently review driver abstracts for tickets and look at accidents to assess a high-risk driver
in the fleet,” Cober explained.
“A fleet’s risky drivers may not
be the ones with tickets or accidents, but those who are trending towards bad behaviours on the
road – making unsafe lane changes, cornering at high speeds, etc.
These drivers are potentially your
future accidents and claims. The
driver behaviour data (collected
through telematics) will help safety managers prevent accidents before they happen.”
Marsh itself will soon be rolling out a new program called the
Marsh Driver Improvement System, which will use telematics
to monitor driver behaviour and
then provide online training for
drivers who require it. Zurich Insurance is also at the forefront of
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using telematics data to improve
its services and is in the final stages of developing its Zurich Fleet
Intelligence (ZFI) program for
the Canadian market. ZFI will
consist of a central portal to which
its customers’ telematics data will
be streamed and then organized
for interpretation by both Zurich
and the fleet itself.
“In Canada, ZFI takes telematics data provided by the customers
and then through a number of different dashboards, not only provides a visual around organizing
the data but also allows customers
to be able to then take the data
from a behavioural standpoint
and create training for the particular driver,” Angelique Magi,
national director of transportation with Zurich explained.
Zurich is currently in the process of developing Canada-specific training and is working with the
leading telematics providers to facilitate the transfer of data to the
ZFI portal. It expects to be offering the new service commercially
within weeks.
In most cases, insurers will be
able to tap into data collected by
existing and widely used telematics systems. Other programs may
encourage fleets to invest in specific real-time monitoring and
coaching systems such as those
provided by Green Road and
DriveCam. Green Road’s system
alerts drivers to risky behaviours
in the cab as they occur, while
also sending reports to the fleet
manager. DriveCam features an
in-cab camera that captures video
of what transpired in the moments
immediately before and after a
risky maneuver occurred. In-cab
camera technology provides insurers with a useful tool when trying to reconstruct an accident or
determine who was at fault.
“We’re using that not only as a
behavioural tool, but as a claims
tool,” Cober said. “For the first
time, we’re gaining insight into
what happened and we’re seeing
drivers become exonerated from
the claim. I think video is going
to have a fundamental change on
the whole claims process. A fleet
can say ‘My driver wasn’t at fault,
he was cut off by this driver,’ and
on the reverse side, he may know
the driver was at fault right away
and from the insurance standpoint
we can set the reserve up and get
ready to pay the claim.”
Some fleets, naturally, will be
reluctant to share their telematics
data with their insurer. But insurance companies insist fleets have
plenty to gain by doing so. This
applies both to safe fleets (because they’ll pay premiums that
better reflect the skills of their
driving force) as well as unsafe
fleets (because their insurer will
work with them to identify unsafe
practices and provide corrective
training measures proactively).
“The safest fleets are already
being very proactive and are
more advanced than the other
fleets,” Cober said. “But if you
have claims, there’s an issue with
your drivers on the road. Fleets
that want to improve and become more efficient will turn to
technology. To be competitive in
this marketplace going forward,
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those fleets are going to have to
do this.”
It’s likely that such programs
will be voluntarily, at least initially. But don’t rule out the possibility of an insurance provider
requiring the use of telematics for
fleets with frequent claims.
“I can see possibly in the future, if a fleet cannot control its
claims, that an insurer will say
‘We will insure you, but you need
to put these measures in’,” Cober
predicted. “I can see insurers using
that as an underwriting tool.”
Zurich’s Magi says fleets she
has spoken to about sharing their
telematics data have so far been
receptive, though she is quick to
point out Zurich insures mostly
large fleets with high US exposure, and the majority of those
carriers already employ and understand the benefits of collecting and analyzing telematics data.
“I have never had a customer say
‘I’m not giving you the data you

a different route? It factors into
their deductible. There are going
to be customers that are going to
be absolutely operations-minded
and some customers will look at
route utilization with a holistic
approach as to how it’s going to
affect their insurance.”
Magi noted insurance, in many
cases, is a carrier’s third largest
expense and so she expects fleets
will be willing to alter their routes
to lower costs.
Proponents of insurance telematics insist the data that’s collected and shared will always belong to the carrier.
“This isn’t about Zurich going
in and mining information from
the customers,” Magi stressed.
“The customers can share this information with us if they choose
to. Ideally, the purpose of what
we’re trying to do is to show them
how to better utilize that particular data.”
There are privacy issues, as

‘From an underwriting standpoint, it flips the
underwriting model on its head. It becomes
more of a predictive underwriting model,’
Scott Cober, Marsh Canada

need’,” Magi said. “If anything,
they’re asking ‘How can you help
me analyze this information so I
can utilize it better?’ What telematics does is it gives you a granular view of what’s happening with
each particular driver and vehicle
on a daily basis. You’re going to
see a picture there. Insurers are
going to see there is something
there and it’s to the customer’s
benefit to be able to speak with
an educated risk services representative who’s going to be able
to dig deeper and find out where
the big issues are.”
Eventually, insurance providers
may look to provide insight into
the operational side of a fleet’s
business, in ways that extend beyond managing driver behaviour.
As an example, Magi foresees an
opportunity to assist with route
planning. Insurers may look at a
carrier’s lanes and then suggest a
route that avoids litigious states
or areas where there are weatherrelated risks at certain times of
the year. Carriers would then be
faced with the decision of taking
the most direct route and possibly paying a higher premium, or a
safer route that will provide insurance savings. All this while meeting the demands of the shipper,
which in many cases will be looking for the most expedient delivery
of its goods.
“Ideally in the future the technology will get to a point where
you look at ‘What is the safest route to get to a point?’ and
there’s a charge for that,” Magi
said. “If you (as an insurance
company) have a true partnership with a customer, you’re going to sit down together and talk
about this from a pure business
perspective. What is the cost-benefit analysis for your operation
to take this particular route versus the potential loss if you take

well, to consider. Cober noted
Canada’s stringent privacy laws
mean insurers won’t be drilling down to assess drivers on an
individual basis, but will be looking at a company’s fleet-wide
performance.
“Because of the privacy laws,
we are saying to trucking companies ‘You supply the data to
your insurer in a condensed manner without giving driver names,
without giving vehicle numbers,
just give a holistic view of how the
fleet is doing,’ and we’ll take that
monthly or quarterly and what we
want to see is continuous improvement,” he explained. “Canada has
some pretty tough privacy rules.”
While fleet managers may see
the benefit in participating in a
telematics-based Pay How You
Drive-type system, drivers themselves may be more resistant.
Cober insisted the systems endorsed by insurers will be sophisticated enough to account
for false alerts caused by other
motorists.
“We know things happen on
the road and it’s going to be quite
common to have errors because of
third-parties cutting in front (of
the truck),” Cober said. He suggested fleets employing driver behaviour monitoring use it to reward
the best drivers rather than installing the systems for strictly punitive
or corrective reasons.
“If it’s seen as a penalty or Big
Brother, I think the safety culture
of the company won’t flourish,” he
noted. “It needs to be promoted
as positive reinforcement for the
drivers and to reward drivers for
good behaviour.”
Regardless of how drivers and
fleet owners feel about sharing
telematics data with their insurer, it seems inevitable. Canada is
late to the party, but globally the
auto insurance industry is already

moving in this direction.
An Oliver Wyman Financial
Services report, titled Uneven
Road Ahead: Telematics Poised
to Reshape Auto Industry, concluded: “As technology costs fall,
privacy concerns recede and regulations become more supportive, telematics is fast moving into
the mainstream and will fundamentally disrupt the auto insurance business. The threat to late
adopters is real: better drivers
will enroll in telematics programs,
leaving behind a shrinking pool
of poorer risks to the traditional
insurers.”
The same could be said for
trucking companies.
Cober noted that by 2017, it’s
expected that new vehicles manufactured in North America will
come equipped with some form
of telematics hardware already
installed, “making the insurance
telematics process easier for consumers who may be confused on
what actual hardware is required
in their vehicle.”
Another objection likely to be
faced by insurers is the cost of implementing the necessary technology, particularly for smaller fleets
that don’t already employ some
form of telematics. But Cober said
the cost of the technology is rapidly dropping and the potential
savings extend beyond lower insurance costs, delivering a quick
payback.
“Traditionally, only the big
fleets could afford the technology. But because the technology
costs have been dropping, we’re
beginning to see the middle market fleets – the fleets with 10-50
power units – can now afford this
technology and can see the return
on investment,” he said.
Because telematics can improve
driver behaviour and address bad
habits like rapid acceleration and
hard braking as well as speeding,
Cober said many fleets are realizing fuel savings of 5-10% when
employing a telematics system
that monitors driver behaviour.
“We’re seeing fleets that in the
first three to six months, are seeing their investment returned,”
Cober said.
And for fleets that proactively
monitor and address poor driving
habits, the insurance savings will
also be tangible, he noted. While
premium reductions are generally a reward for lower claims costs
achieved over a period of time,
Cober said it’s possible insurers
will provide some up-front savings for fleets that enroll in a telematics program.
And when fleets discover the
additional savings that are achievable by analyzing their telematics
data with some help from their insurance provider, Magi said the
idea will become an easier sell.
“At the end of the day, really,
they’re truckers,” she said. “They
want to be able to move freight
and run their business. They’re
not actuaries that deal with statistics. If we can provide them with
the tools and solutions that make
it easier for them to very quickly
analyze (data) and see a problem,
we’ve done them a huge benefit
but we’ve also done our bottom
line a benefit as well.” n
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Freightliner makes gains in
vocational truck market

great day for golf: A full field of golfers came together to raise $13,000
for charity at Beaver Truck Centre’s third annual charity golf tournament.

Beaver Truck Centre raises $13,000
through charity golf tournament
WINNIPEG, Man. – Beaver Truck
Centre raised $13,000 at its third
charity golf tournament, held at
the Elmhurst Golf and Country
Club July 18. The tournament, entitled, “Manitoba Truckers Going
the Distance,” donates proceeds to
SCE LifeWorks, an organization
that helps adults with intellectual
disabilities to work and participate
in the community.
The sold-out event drew a diverse
group of Beaver Truck Centre clients,
suppliers, and staff in the transportation and trucking industry, according
to event organizers.
“Every year I continue to be

amazed by the tremendous support of our industry for this charity event,” said Barry Searcy, president of Beaver Truck Centre. “The
folks who come out to the tournament have two things in common:
their love of golf and their desire to
raise funds for a worthy cause. It’s a
winning combination.
“The Manitoba Trucking community is awesome,” Searcy added. “We had participants from as far
away as Ontario and the US playing in this tournament. On behalf of
the Beaver Truck Centre team, I am
grateful for the generosity of spirit
of everyone involved.” n
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By James Menzies
NAPA VALLEY, Calif. – Refocusing on the vocational truck market
is paying big dividends for Freightliner. The company decided two
years ago to establish itself as “the
dominant player” in the vocational truck market and while it still
has some work to do, Freightliner
is pleased with the progress it has
made to date.
“In 2010, we started talking about
vocational truck growth,” said Richard Saward, general manager, vocational sales with Freightliner. “We
knew, quite frankly, this was an area
where we were a little bit weak in.
We put together a growth strategy
in 2010.”
Very quickly, Freightliner rounded
out its vocational truck line with the
introduction of the 114SD set-forward
axle in May 2011, the set-back axle version of the same truck in October 2011
and the 108SD in December 2011.
Meanwhile, the company established a Customer Responsiveness
Team whose main job was to identify unusual requests from customers and ensure Freightliner had an
offering to satisfy those requests –
however odd they seemed. The goal,
according to Richard Shearing, director of product strategy with
Daimler, was to “improve competitiveness through effective processing and decision making on minor
product requests.”
Since the team was created,
Freightliner has come to market with
many new options, including: allwheel drive that’s compatible with
electronic stability control; bolt-on
front frame extensions; cross-over
exhaust; heated windshields; and the
combination of the Cummins ISL
engine with the Allison 4000-series
automatic transmission.
In the case of heated windshields,
Shearing admitted Freightliner initially didn’t see the need for the option but “it was a competitive deficiency for us because we didn’t
have the option. One competitor
had this option and had success in
writing it into bid specifications. If
the bid spec’ says ‘heated windshield
required,’ if we don’t have it, we’re
not considered in the bid.”
Since its formation in May 2011,
the team has reviewed 200 requests

more choices: New additions to
Freightliner’s vocational product line
have won the company some new
business.

and has converted about 80% of
them into new databook offerings.
Shearing said this has resulted in incremental sales of about 1,600 vocational trucks that otherwise would
have gone to other manufacturers.
Customer surveys are also showing
Freightliner is gaining credibility as a
manufacturer of vocational trucks.
Before setting out to conquer the vocational truck market, a 2010 brand awareness
study showed 50% of surveyed
truck buyers indicated they didn’t
think they would buy, or definitely wouldn’t buy, a Freightliner
vocational truck. “Half the market already came to the conclusion
we’re not their choice,” Saward said.
A similar survey conducted last
year showed only 14.3% of customers “definitely” wouldn’t buy a
Freightliner vocational truck (compared to 32.7% in 2010). The total
number of customers who “probably
wouldn’t” or “definitely wouldn’t”
buy a vocational truck from Freightliner sunk from 50% in 2010 to less
than 30% a year later. On the flip
side, the number of vocational truck
buyers who would consider Freightliner increased by 25%.
Real-world new vehicle registrations seem to be validating those
claims. Freightliner says new truck
registration data in the US and
Canada for Classes 6-8 vocational
trucks now show Freightliner as the
market leader in the food and beverage delivery and refuse (low cabforward models excluded) segments.
The company has improved its vocational truck market share by 50%
in a two-year period. n
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Freightliner starts online community to assist owner/operators
NAPA VALLEY, Calif. – F reightliner has created a new online community aimed at educating owner/operators
on how to improve their bottom lines.
The Team Run Smart program, currently in a soft launch phase and set to
be fully deployed at the Great American Trucking Show in late August,
provides a full suite of resources that
owner/operators and independent contractors can use to improve their profitability. The site serves up educational
articles, operational tips and insight
from professional drivers and “coaches” on how to be more successful.
“The Team Run Smart community is the definitive guide to help business-minded drivers succeed,” said TJ
Reed, director of product marketing

for Freightliner Trucks. “The open
format creates a social network where
drivers of all brands of trucks can interact with and learn from each other,
as well as have immediate access to a
wealth of industry resources.”
The Web site is broken down into
four categories, including: Truck
Smart; Fuel Smart; Business Smart;
and Health Smart. It incorporates social media in the way of a Facebook
page and YouTube channel and features a mobile-friendly version of the
site accessible by smartphone. The
goal, according to David Hames, general manager of marketing and strategy with Daimler Trucks North America, is to create a community where
professional drivers and owner/oper-

ators can share their best practices in
all aspects of the business.
Freightliner worked with ATBS, a
provider of business services for O/Os,
to develop the program. ATBS provides bookkeeping services to some
55,000 owner/operators and as such,
has insight into their earnings. The
company is projecting the average
American owner/operator to earn a
net income of $51,000 this year, which
caught Freightliner’s attention.
“That’s not a lot of money,” Hames
said. “This is roughly double what a
minimum wage-type job is. Pre-deregulation, truck driving earned an
income that was roughly four times
what minimum wage paid. There’s
been a lot of pressure on drivers that

Freightliner maintains optimistic market outlook
By James Menzies
NAPA VALLEY, Cali. – Freightliner officials speaking at a recent press
event to herald the arrival of the new
Detroit DT12 transmission, admitted
Class 8 order activity has slowed beyond expectations, but insisted they
maintain an optimistic outlook for the
remainder of the year.
Mark Lampert, senior vice-president, sales and marketing with Freightliner, said there is not one single issue
driving the slowdown in the Class 8
truck market, but a combination of
them. These include: slowing economic growth; declining consumption; slumping factory output; and a
gloomy consumer base.
Despite all this, Lampert said the
trucking industry remains fundamentally sound. He noted carriers have
pushed forward rate increases for nine
consecutive quarters in the US.
“It’s important they do that, because
the cost to be compliant is not going
to change,” he said, referring to impending GHG 2014-17 emissions standards and various safety technology
mandates. “Those things aren’t free.
Carriers are acting in concert as much
as I’ve ever seen in pushing (rate
increases) through.”
Lampert noted fleet utilization is
down and finding drivers remains a
struggle for the industry. However, he
said a decent amount of freight is available in relation to the trucks that are
available to handle it.
One reason fleets may not be rushing to their dealers to place substantial orders is that with the current soft
demand, there’s really no reason to do
so. Production has slowed to the point
where a new tractor can be delivered
within seven weeks from the time it’s
ordered, Lampert noted.
“When you are getting a new truck
in seven weeks, there’s no reason to
forecast,” he said. “Fleets will wait and
see. Vehicle availability is a non-issue;
you don’t need to place an order early
to make sure you get a build slot.”
New on-board diagnostic requirements on vehicles manufactured in
2013 may drive some demand in the
fourth quarter of this year, Lampert
suggested. And he also pointed out
the average age of the Class 8 fleet remains old, which will require carriers
to replace aging tractors with newer
vehicles that provide greater fuel-efficiency and lower maintenance costs.
How bad has the Class 8 market gotten in recent months? It’s all relative.
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Compared to 2009 and 2010, not bad
at all, Lampert stressed.
“This is still a darn good marketplace if you consider where 2009 and
2010 was,” he said. “We’re optimistic
and we firmly believe 2012 will be at a
higher retail sales level than 2011…it’s
not as strong as we forecast, but all in
all it will be a pretty decent year. The
fundamentals are still decent, freight
is still being generated.”
The Classes 6-7 markets have remained steady and avoided the volatility of the Class 8 market. Lampert said medium-duty order intake
has increased 2% year-to-date versus
2011 while Class 8 orders have fallen by 27%. As far as future growth
is concerned, Lampert said wherever he travels, customers want to talk
about natural gas. He noted diesel is
currently selling for $4.04 per gallon in
the US while compressed natural gas
(CNG) retails for $1.80 per gallon. At
that current spread, a diesel truck averaging 6 mpg over 80,000 miles will
require about $54,000 per year in fuel.
A CNG truck averaging 5.4 mpg (natural gas falls short of diesel in energy
density) over those same 80,000 miles
will consume only $27,000 worth of
OBAC_ad_Apr_2012_Layout
8/13/12 fuel
9:09 AM
fuel.
That equates to an1annual

savings of $27,000, delivering a payback in just 1.4 years even taking into
account the $40,000 premium for the
natural gas truck.
With fueling infrastructure improving and vast amounts of natural gas
still untapped in North America, Lampert said the fuel is certainly viable for
the industry and Freightliner looks to
be a leader in this growing segment.
Lampert said Daimler, through its
now defunct Sterling truck line, has
been building natural gas trucks since
the mid-2000s. He said Freightliner is
now the only conventional OEM to
produce natural gas vehicles with full
factory installation and warranty. Next
year will see Freightliner offer the Cascadia in a natural gas configuration,
powered by the soon-to-be released
Cummins ISX 12 G engine.
Freightliner already has delivered
more than 1,500 trucks with the 9-litre Cummins ISL G, Lampert noted.
Most of these are in operation at West
Coast ports. Lampert claimed Daimler currently holds 50% of the conventional truck natural gas market. As for
the residual value of natural gas-powered trucks, Lampert said it’s too early
to guess what the secondary market
Page
1
for those
trucks will be. n

has really reduced their income over
the past three decades.”
Freightliner felt it could help owner/operators make better business decisions through the creation of Team
Run Smart, which will replace its popular Slice of Trucker Life program.
Henry Albert, a renowned owner/operator known for his business savvy
has been named the first Team Run
Smart coach. Freightliner will be accepting applications for three more
coaching positions beginning at the
Great American Trucking Show. Canadian O/Os are welcome to apply
for the position. They need to demonstrate a strong business aptitude
to be considered. The site is live at
www.TeamRunSmart.com. n

Jost inks Canadian
distribution deal
GRAND HAVEN, Mich. – Jost
International has expanded its distribution in Canada through an arrangement with Trans Canada Sales
(TCSA). TCSA will represent Jost
throughout Canada in an effort to
increase customer support at fleets
and dealers and strengthen the distribution network for Jost products,
the company announced.    
“TCSA has been chosen by
Jost as our Canadian representative because they have experience in heavy-duty parts sales
though their association with other premier component brands,”
said Rich Carroll, vice-president of sales and marketing for
Jost. “Tony Stenner, principal at
TCSA, knows the Canadian commercial vehicle industry very well
and that was important to us.”
TCSA has been representing
heavy-duty brands in Canada for
eight years.
The company will support the
Jost landing gear and fifth wheel
product lines and associated components, according to officials. n
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Part  3

Mark Dalton: Owner/Operator

By Edo van Belkom

The story so far:
Mark gets a regular run between Toronto
and Montreal that gives him two round-trips
every three days. He ends up staying overnight at a truck stop near Kingston once
every three days and notices the lot lizards
working the lot. He hadn’t thought human
trafficking was a problem in Canada, but
now he knows it’s a problem everywhere.
Mark sees one of the girls waiting for her
ride one morning and sits down to talk to
her. She’s not in the mood for conversation
and seems afraid that she might be caught
talking to Mark by her pimp. When the man
arrives, it’s clear he has control over her.
Mark offers her the option to stay with him,
but she leaves with her pimp anyway…
•
On his next overnight stay at the truck stop
Mark noticed a Western Star parked in the
lot that had a Truckers Against Trafficking
bumper sticker on the side of the tractor.
Mark had always thought that human trafficking had been a problem in third-world
countries where children were bought and
sold into slavery, or in the US where migrant workers were trucked over the border
to work on farms and then held captive by
their masters for as long as they had a use
for them. But the licence plate on this truck
was from Alberta, so apparently this wasn’t
just a problem in far-off places, but right
here in Canada, in Mark’s back yard. As
he was thinking this, the driver of the Western Star got out of his truck. Mark wasn’t
about to let the opportunity to educate himself pass him by. He decided to ask the guy
some questions and see if he couldn’t learn
more about this problem.
“Hi there.”
“Hey.”
“Uh, I noticed your sticker,” he said.
“What?” The driver turned.
“Your sticker. Truckers Against Trafficking.”
“Oh, yeah that.”
“Is it a big group?”
The driver shrugged. “Depends what you
think is big. I know it’s growing, that’s for
sure.”
“You know,” Mark began. “I didn’t think
it was that big a problem, but in the last
few weeks I’ve been watching this yard and
I’ve realized that there’s trafficking going
on here.”

“Sure it is. Why not here?” the man said.
“You’ve got young girls, lonely men with a
few dollars in their pocket, and,” he gestured
to the line of trucks parked on Party Row,
“plenty of places for them to be alone together for a while.”
“Yeah, I actually met one of the girls working the lot,” Mark said.
“Oh, really?” One of the driver’s eyebrows
rose inquisitively.
“No, not like that. She was in the restaurant. I tried talking to her, but she didn’t want
to talk. She was afraid her boyfriend would
see her more than anything.”
“That wasn’t her boyfriend, that was her
pimp.”
“I used that word with her and she seemed
surprised.”
“The more innocent the girls are, the easier
they are to control.”
“Yeah, well, her pimp came by and that
was it.”
The driver nodded. “The girls come from
broken homes or have other problems that
they think will get better when they run away.
Then while they’re on the run, they meet someone who seems nice. But within a few hours
they can find themselves hundreds of miles
from home being held against their will and
forced to do things they’ve never done before...all to make money for their pimp.”
“It’s still hard to believe,” Mark said. “In this
day and age, with the Internet, e-mail, texting,
Twitter and every other form of communication at people’s disposal, how is it possible
to so isolate someone and have complete
control over them?”
“These men start out being persuasive, then
they become manipulative. It’s not all that
hard to imagine…you’re 13 years old and far
from home, and some man tells you you’re
good looking and lavishes all kinds of attention on you. Then it turns, and suddenly if you
don’t do as he says, he’ll have someone kill
your entire family. Or if you talk about calling the police, he’ll laugh at you and tell you
the police won’t do a thing for you because
you’re breaking the law yourself. He tells you
you’ll get arrested and you start to equate
going to the police with getting into trouble.
Eventually it just becomes so much easier just
to do whatever you’re told.”
Mark shuddered.
“These girls already believe that no one
cares about them, so when they’re told no
one’s going to help them, it’s pretty easy to
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Human traffic
on the road
believe.”
“But that can’t be the case,” Mark said.
“Of course not,” the man said. “There are
all kinds of people across North America
doing everything they can to save them, like
well, Truckers Against Trafficking for one.”
“But what about the here and now? What
about these girls who are here right now, tonight?”
“If you see trafficking going on, call the
cops. There have been plenty of girls who’ve
been saved just by a simple call to the police.” The driver opened the door to his truck,
reached in and gave something to Mark.
It was a small Truckers Against Trafficking
sticker.
“Awareness is important. Put it on your truck
somewhere people can see it. At the very
least, it might stop them from knocking on
your door at night.”
•
That night, after the sun went down, Mark
watched the van pull into the lot and three
young girls get out. He dialed 911.
“Police, fire, ambulance?”
“Police.”
“What’s the nature of your emergency?”
Mark explained that he was out at the truck
stop and that there were young girls – not
even teenagers yet – roaming from truck to
truck asking men if they would like to have
sex with them.
“That’s going on now, sir?”
“It’s going on all night, every night. You
probably know all about this already, but…”
“We haven’t had any other calls about this
tonight.”
Mark shook his head. Surely someone else
had seen what was going on and called the
police about it. If not tonight, then on another
night. This couldn’t possibly be the first time
anyone had ever called the police to report
a problem.
“Will you be sending someone out here
tonight?”
“A car has been dispatched,” she said.

“Now can you stay on the line sir so I can
get some information from you?”
Mark gave her his name and contact
number, then watched intently through his
front windshield the rest of the night for a
police car to show. The girls were working
the lot hard. He’d seen two of them climb
in and out of three different trucks, while
the other girl had visited two. And still no
police. Then, finally, an hour-and-a-half after he’d made his call, a marked patrol car
drove into the lot. One of the girls was actually just getting out of a truck as the car
entered the lot, but upon seeing the police
she quickly jumped back up into the truck
and stayed there.
In all, the police were there for 45 minutes, waiting for something to happen. At
one point one of the officers went into the
restaurant and came back with two cups
of coffee, but after that the car did one last
lap around the lot and then left for the night.
Within minutes, the girls were back out in
the lot knocking on doors.
“So much for calling the police,” Mark
said under his breath. It had worked to stop
the trade for a short time, but there would
have to be a car posted to the lot all night
long for it to shut down the operation completely and it was doubtful that the local
constabulary had that kind of manpower
to devote to a problem that was not readily apparent to a casual observer.
“There’s got to be a better way.” n

–Mark Dalton returns next month in
the conclusion of Human Traffic on
the Road.

Did you know that there are two full-length
novels featuring Mark Dalton?: Mark Dalton
“SmartDriver” and Mark Dalton “Troubleload.”
For your free copy register with ecoENERGY for
Fleets (Fleet Smart) at fleetsmart.gc.ca. Both
are also available in audio book format.

Brought to you By MIChELIN® X oNE® XDN2 tIrE
Michelin’s Most versatile X one® drive tire
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new products

Rand McNally has enhanced its
single-box EOBR-compliant solution, the TND 760 Fleet Edition,
while launching a new Web portal
for its mobile communications products. One year after announcing the
launch of the TND 760, Rand McNally gave customers a review of
new, significant enhancements to
the system’s software. New features
include a Driver Vehicle Inspection
Report (DVIR); the inclusion of the
Oil Field Exception in its Hours-ofService application; the ability to
provide routing information to the
cab automatically from back-end
dispatch systems; and map database and feature updates for its IntelliRoute GPS navigation software.
These new capabilities enable customers to move further away from
paper reporting and tracking, providing necessary information to the
back office in real-time, the company says. For more information, visit
www.randmcnally.com.
•
Xata Corp. has announced its Xata
Turnpike fleet management software is now integrated with TMWSuite software from TMW Systems.
The company says the integration
will improve efficiency, productivity
and convenience for drivers and fleet
managers by automating key functions through the load planning and
back-end processes. The companies
tout the new integration as a cost-effective solution that brings two useful tools together as one. For more
info, visit www.tmwsystems.com or
call 800-401-6682.
•
Navigation systems manufacturer
TomTom has launched the newest
version of its logistics map product designed specifically for truck
and fleet operators, including private fleets. The TomTom Logistics
product features include: dimensional restrictions totalling more
than 1.6 million miles in the US
and 225,000 miles in Canada; designated truck routes for more than
400,000 miles in the US and 60,000
miles in Canada; operating bans on
idling or jake brake usage totalling
more than 180,000 miles in the US
and 80,000 miles in Canada; and
critical last-mile content required to
get drivers to their final destination.

Fontaine Trailer Company has
added three low deck height
models to its Infinity product
line. They include a 48-ft. spread
axle, 53-ft. rear axle slide and 53ft. rear axle slide with twist locks
for shipping containers. Each new
model features a 36-inch loaded
deck height and durable RASR
side rail, the company announced.
All Fontaine Infinity trailers are
constructed with fabricated steel
mainbeams and steel cross-bracing with aluminum side rails,
floor and rear skirt, the company says. The result is a durable
trailer that delivers a combination
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of strength, low weight and fuel
economy. For more information,
visit www.fontainetrailer.com.

Meritor’s aftermarket business has
added heavy-duty truck and trailer
oil-bath wheel seals to its wheelend parts offerings. The new product – available in a standard and a
premium version – will be distributed from Meritor’s North American distribution centres in Florence,
Ky., and Brampton, Ont., the company says. The wheel seals feature
a wide-seal band, a multi-zone labyrinth design, low-friction bumpers, plus a 0.07-inch steel casing
designed to help prevent installation damage. The warranty for the
seals will be one year or 150,000
miles for the standard model, and
two years or 300,000 miles for the
premium model, with the possibility for extension. For more info, visit
www.meritor.com.

•

Eaton has published a new technical paper on how contemporary
mechanical clutches can protect
high-value drivetrain components from harmful torsional vibrations in commercial trucks.
Titled The Role of Mechanical
Clutches in Dampening Torsional Vibrations, the piece describes

how modern damper technology
has evolved over the years to reduce driveline resonance that is
created naturally in any internal
combustion engine. It also points
out how modern dampers have
been adapted to work especially
well with today’s high-torque, lowspeed engines, which increase the
amount of vibration in the drivetrain. The paper is available at
www.eaton.com/roadranger.
•
Peterbilt says it is now offering
Bendix air disc brakes on the front
axles of its 382 and 348 models. Disc
brakes are purported to offer better performance and productivity.
Benefits include: shorter stopping
distances, reduced downtime during service, extended maintenance
intervals and lower weight. Peterbilt
also announced its vocational trucks
are now available with a wide range
of split shaft power take-off options. The new offerings will be popular with customers operating specialized equipment that frequently
require a PTO installed rearward of
the transmission. The new split shaft
PTO options are available immediately, Peterbilt announced. Talk to
a dealer for details.

Bridgestone Commercial Solutions
(BCS) has launched the M853, a new
on/off highway all-position radial for
regional hauls. The M853 features an
enhanced pattern, designed with interlocking multi-edge blocks, to dig
deeper for more solid traction on both
worksites and highways. Tie bars link
tread blocks together to combat heeland-toe wear, while its shoulder design helps combat irregular wear for
longer tread life, and stone rejector
platforms help repel stones that can
damage casings, the company said.
The M853’s four steel belts, a steel
body ply and thick sidewalls that help
protect the casing from worksite damage, is designed for durability and retreadability. The M853 replaces the
M850 and is currently available in two

Guess who found
a new job?

sizes, 11R22.5 and 11R24.5. A third
size, 12R22.5, will be available in the
fourth quarter of 2012. For more information, visit www.trucktires.com.

•

Webb Wheel has created a new training video with an associated tech certification test to the Training Toolbox
on its Web site. The new Proper Brake
Drum Selection video illustrates how
braking events affect a brake drum,
depending on vehicle speed and total
weight as well as rate of brake deceleration. It also explains how different
drum designs manage the amount of
heat generated at each stop, the company says. The video can be accessed
at www.webbwheel.com.

Ter ra Diesel EGR a nd DPF
Cleaner cleans EGR valves,
coolers and DPFs without removal, according to the company. The cleaner also has the ability to reduce regeneration cycles,
the company claims. TerraDiesel
officials say the new cleaner has
the potential to change the way
shops and dealerships go about
servicing particulate filters and
EGR systems. The company says
its product removes carbon deposits from the EGR, cleans the
DPF and reduces the regeneration
cycles while lowering emissions
and smoothing out rough idle. For
more info, call 888-946-7020.
•
Mack Trucks has launched an iPad
and iPhone app for Bulldog Magazine. Available through the Apple
iTunes Store, the app can be downloaded free of charge by all iPad and
iPhone users. For more info, visit
www.macktrucks.com or search for
the app at iTunes.
•
Carrier Transicold has launched
a special Web site to commemorate the 110th anniversary of the
invention of modern air-conditioning by founder Willis H. Carrier. For more information, visit
www.WillisCarrier.com. n

Getting a new job
is life-affirming!

Are you stuck in a job, and
looking for something new?
Well, you too can find a job in
2012 on www.truckops.ca,
a job website for transportation
and supply chain professionals.

www.truckops.ca is brought to you by:
Motortruck

Fleet Executive
C A N A D A ’ S

B U S I N E S S

M A G A Z I N E

F O R

F L E E T

O W N E R S

Job Postings
Are Free!

Your ad will appear simultaneously
on three jobs websites:

www.truckops.ca, www.transportplanet.com
and www.hirelogistics.ca
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Jim’s Brayings
Community news from the western provinces 					

by JIM BRAY

Welcome to Jim’s Brayings, a quick
look at some interesting community news items from across the
west that we think will interest
you. If you have some news you
think will be a good match for this
column, pop me off an e-mail at
jim@transportationmedia.ca. We
can’t run everything, of course, but
we’ll try to get in as much as space
permits…

great bbq!: Paul Storwick of Great
West Kenworth shows off the company’s newest offering, the Kenworth
T680.

Collective judgment
Well, haven’t things gotten interesting in B.C., where a government employees union appears
to be trying to increase its power
by fostering paranoia among the
driving populace?
The kerfuffle began when the
B.C. Government Employee’s
Union started a billboard campaign
braying (sorry!): “That truck may
not be road safe,” because (they
claim) one in four unionized inspector jobs go unfilled. The question of whether or not those jobs
are even needed isn’t asked, and
what a surprise that is.
The professional driving community wasn’t taking that one sitting down, however, and called
foul on the billboard and the
union. The North American
Truckers Guild got involved, accusing the BCGEU of fudging
“technically correct” numbers to
“capitalize on the ‘Fear Factor’
of the general public.” The Guild
claimed the union hid critical information so people would think
there’s “an astounding amount of
unsafe commercial vehicles on
our highways; innuendo which
calls into question the professional integrity of all commercial vehicle drivers.”
Tough words, and the Guild
wasn’t alone in expressing them.
Greg Decker, of the Calgary area-based Triple Decker Transport
e-mailed the BCGEU, copied to
the Transportation minister, and
unloaded on the union, saying it
“insults the professionalism of my
career.”
Decker admitted to being “extremely anti-union,” and pointed
out that the billboard only confirms those feelings. He undoubtedly isn’t alone.
Decker received a brusque response from Chris Bradshaw, “the
communications officer assigned
to the CVSE campaign” who basically told him to pound sand:
“I appreciate your point of view,

it’s a convoy!: Tom Jack organized the third annual Tony Rossi Convoy for
Hope in July, which saw 28 trucks rumble down the road from Vermilion, Alta.
to Lloydminster.

but I don’t believe that any CVSE
campaign billboards were erected in North Dakota or Alberta,
where your company is based.”
How inclusive of the tolerant and
enlightened Left!
The BCTA got into the act as
well, with president and CEO
Louise Yako penning an Op-Ed
pointing out that injuries and fatal collisions involving trucks in
the province actually decreased
by nearly a third between 2003
and 2011, while truck inspections increased by 15% during the
same period (once again begging
the question of whether those extra, tax-funded union folk are
even needed – my comment, not
Yako’s).
“So, according to those numbers, the truck travelling next to
you is more than likely safe and
being operated and maintained
responsibly and professionally,”
Yako said in her piece.
I’ve been involved with unions
– voluntarily and not – and even
sat on a local board for a year (to
“walk a mile in their shoes,” as it
were). In my experience, unions
may proclaim that they’re for the
little guy, but they’re actually
about increasing their own power
and influence and that of the left
wing politicians whose socialist
views they share and campaigns
they help fund with forced deductions from workers.
As if that isn’t enough, they also
foster mediocrity: why try to excel when it’s all based on how long
you’ve stuck around and not how
good you are?
It’s nice to see ordinary, free
Canadians fighting back against
the red hordes. Hopefully their
counterstroke will have more influence on the general public than
the sleazy union billboards.
They’ve got a
little convoy

billboard BS?: This union billboard has offended many truckers,
by implying their rigs are dangerous
due to a lack of unionized inspectors.
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On an even more positive note,
July 21 saw the third annual Tony
Rossi’s Convoy for Hope – “Pulling to Fight Cancer, 2012” – which
saw a procession of 28 trucks head
out from Vermilion, Alta. After a

Rotary Club fundraising pancake
breakfast at the arena there, the
trucks headed east on Trans-Canada Hwy. 16 to the Lloydminster
exhibition grounds, where a fundraising barbecue was held.
The event was organized by
Tom Jack, of Vegreville’s Tom
Jack Trucking. He told me the
Convoy is named for his brother-in-law, who lost his battle with
cancer in 2010. Tom said he first
thought of doing a promotion
with Lloydminster’s The Goat FM
106.1, but they advised a different tack. “I’d been calling into the
station for years and was known
on the radio as Trucker Tom,” he
said, “so I suggested I’d camp out
on the roof to raise some money
for cancer.” They suggested the
convoy, however, and the rest is
history.
The first year saw 35 trucks fill
out the convoy and raised nearly
$18,000. That success prompted
Tom to make it an annual event
in Tony’s honour. He said there
were fewer trucks out last year,
but more money was raised: just
over $29,000.
The money is still coming in
from this year’s event, but Tom
figures the 28-truck Convoy and
its ancillary events will bring in
over thirty grand. This year’s
event was also special because
his sister (Tony’s widow) and her
daughter travelled from Toronto
to be in his truck at the head of
the convoy. An aunt and uncle
also flew in from Scotland.
Proceeds go to the Cross Cancer
Institute in Edmonton, Tom said,
and “all of it stays there and it’s
for patient care and research. It’s
pretty phenomenal what they do.”
Tom Jack thanks everyone
who came out for their support,
with special thanks to sponsors
106.1”The Goat,” WK Trucking,
Vegreville’s Simply Signs, and Action Towing and Recovery.
Well done, all!
Great West bash
And thanks to Paul Storwick and
Calgary’s Great West Kenworth
for inviting me to their barbecue

bash introducing Albertans to
Kenworth’s new T680.
Great West’s head honcho rolled
out the fatted calf as Kenworth’s
travelling road show took up residence in his southeast Calgary yard,
among billowing clouds of barbecue
smoke that hearkened back to the
Stampede lunches of only a couple
of weeks earlier.
Storwick extolled the virtues
of the T680, from its being Kenworth’s most fuel-efficient and
aerodynamic truck to its spacious
and ergonomic cab.
“Probably one of the most spectacular things is how they redesigned the interior cab,” he told
me. “Headroom space is the largest in the industry, and they actually have a passenger seat that
swivels around completely now so
you can have a meeting and talk
to your team partner right there
with a table in the middle.”
He has no idea how many of the
new, MX engine-equipped longhaul trucks his dealership will sell
out of the 1,500-1,600 trucks he
and his staff sells each year (the
majority of which are on the vocational side) but he’s bullish about
the potential.
“Absolutely!” he said. “Our
sales guys are excited to have it,
to have a product that will compete extremely well in the highway long-haul market.”
Storwick said he usually throws
such a bash when there’s a new
product to showcase, and credits
Kenworth for its support.
“Kenworth’s very good about
putting together a trailer such as
this to be able to do a cross country tour,” he said.
“They found this to be extremely successful as far as getting the
product out to the customer. It’s
a real touch and feel kind of program. They do a wonderful job
of it.”
The Kenworth trailer features
demos some of the stuff they
think will make their truck a compelling choice to owners, giving
attendees the opportunity to get
up close and personal with the
new model.
Storwick said the Canadian
tour started at Inland Kenworth
in Vancouver before making its
sole Alberta stop at Great West.
From there it meanders east via
Saskatoon, Regina and Winnipeg
before heading toward the centre
of the universe. n
– And that’s it for this month’s
B rayi ng s ! If yo u h a ve a n
i te m you t h i nk d e se r ve s a
rant , pop me off an email to
jim @ transportationmedia .ca .
Space is limited, but we try. See
you next month!
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FIGHT Increased Fuel costs,
ENGINE wear and SLUGGISH Performance.
ARM YOURSELF WITH DURON.

DURONTM-E – the leading soot-fighting formula in the industry. It seeks out soot
particles and isolates them before they can join forces. And if they can’t cluster,
your engine is defended from damage.
Today’s operating conditions can produce and retain more soot than ever before.
But DURON-E, formulated with 99.9% pure base oils is engineered to go above
and beyond the call of duty.
It’s proven to handle up to 2x more soot* while maintaining its viscosity; protecting
engines from wear, extending drain intervals, maintaining peak fuel economy,
and reducing maintenance costs for fleets – even in the heaviest soot conditions.
That keeps costs down over the long haul and extends the life of your engines.
Get the most from your fleet. Learn more at fightsoot.com

DURON. Fight Soot. Save Money.
*Based on MACK T-11 Enhanced Soot Control Test results. DURON-E Synthetic 10W-40 performed 2.2x better than CJ-4 requirement, while maintaining viscosity level.
Petro-Canada is a Suncor Energy business
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If every reefer trailer built this year had
ThermoGuard lining, our industry could

SAVE MORE THAN 7.5 MILLION GALLONS
of diesel fuel annually.

That’s an average of 200 gallons saved per trailer.
ThermoGuard’s revolutionary patented design includes an exclusive metal barrier layer that
seals the insulation — significantly reducing thermal degradation over time. The result is
reduced cooling unit run time and maintenance. And that’s more money to your bottom line.
Find out how much you can save...www.greatdanetrailers.com/thermoguard-video

Exclusively from

The only liner that helps maintain
insulation performance for the life of the trailer.
*Fuel savings examples based on projected annual industry refrigerated trailer production in North America for 2012
and average annual savings over the life of a trailer. Individual results may vary based on factors
such as trailer maintenance and operational load cycle.

Great Dane is a registered trademark of Great Dane Limited Partnership.
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